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Great Damage Done at Pittsburg;
Little Apprehension is Felt Here
RISING
'BUT SLOWLY Hin
FIRE AND WATER
THREATEN CITY
Dynamite Used to Stop Pro-
gress of Conflagration on
Mount Washington—Busi-
ness Suspended
LOSS WILL BE MILLIONS
Crest Passes That Point Today, Re-
cording the Highest Stage its Orats
ury and Causing Great Suffering
to People.
01110 1LLEY IS INUNDATED.
Pittsburg, March 15.—The tinge
Is receding an inch an hour. 'The
crest reached here at 0 o'clock this
morning with the highest recordonf
a century, 36 feet and three inches.
Ten square miles of thickly populat-
ed territory are under water and
thousands are homeless. Business is
suspended.
.m•••10,5•••••MS•
AT CINCINNATI.
Cincinnati, March IL— After re-
initiating stationary eve hours the-
river again began to rise at 9 o'clock.
The weather forecaster says the riv-
er will rise ten fret by Saturday
night and indication,: are that the
high stage of January. '135, will be
surpassed. Much (*mane has been
done and many Mere been driven
from homes.
Death and Destruction.
Pittsburg, Pa., March 14.-- The
record of the greatest flood in the
history of Pittsburg which occurred
In 402, passed at midnight with the
river still rising at a foot an hour.
The situation at midnight 1* thus
summarized:
Estimated property damage $10.-
osto,1b00 ; enforced idleness of over
liXr,000 persons; the almost corn-
piete suspension of Pittsburg's man-
ufacturing plants; the sacrifice of 14
illves while will probably be in-.
creased to 20; all train service an-
tattled and trolley service out of com-
mission; telegraph and telephone
lines crippled; between 24,000 and
$0,0000 people homeless; hundreds of
homes undermined anti ready to col-
lapse; theaters doted: guests Ma-
rooned In hotels; thousand's of fami-
lies living in the second story of their
homes and nearly all downtown seo
tions o fPittaburg under water.
At 110:30 last night a stage of 34.9
eas registered at the Market street
wharf where the official harbor stage
is taken.
Thousands Idle; Millions lost.
The damage to perishable goVs
and property in Pitteburg district
alone prctoblY evened 12.4$}0.0641
in addition to much destruction done
to property throughout western
Pennsylvania and Virginia,
At Oonnellsville, Pa., the damage
to the coke region is estimated at
$2,000,000.
• Over 104t,000 persons are tem-
porarily out of employment. The
• Westinghouse works. employing 30,-
000 are shut down and the damage
to machinery is estimated at $54.000.
All mines along the Monongahela
river are flooded and 1.0,000 miners
are being affected. Skeet end iron
mills are at a stand/01E and fully 30,
000 men Idle. Hundreds of stores
end business touses In the downtown
section are partially submerged and
have closed their doers. rho flood
directly affecte 2,Seie's00 toupee.
Hundreds Living Upstairs.
In the suburbs of Aspin Wall.
Sharpshurg, Etna, Milkvale, over 500
families are living In the second story
of their homes. When!, families are
• compelled to crowd Into upstairs
rooms, where in many cases they
were left without fuel and supplies.
the latter are now being 'distributed
by men in !skiffs. +Many 'house, in
theee suburbs have been undermined
— and the foundations weakened and
—ifgher-arceUeefer
greater portion of Monongahela Is
under water
Hundreds of peeple are maroened
(Concluded on Page Eight.)
•
ICE
WEATHER FORECAST.
Fair tonight and Saturday with
rising temperature. Highest temper-
ature yesterday, 40; lowest today, 35.
BIG FIRE.
Kaftans, March' 15.— Tho
plant of the American Sheet Tin
Plate company was destroyed by
Ore this morning. The loss le
$150.000. Fire was caused by a
car of lime becoming ignited
on account of the flood of tile
Monongahela river.
DANGER OF FIRE.
Pittehurg, March 15.—A dis-
astrous fire on Mount Washing:
ton this morning destroyed 11
business houses and dwellings.
Dynamite was used to check the
hot flames. Firemen were oblig-
ed hi use chemical engines as
the pump that supplies the
mount with water were incapac-
itated by the flood.
CORTELVOC'S TONIC.
New York, March 15.—It
was a trembling market which
opened this morning after a two
days' attack of nervous prestos-
shin, throegh• Shp few-nine prices
were from 2 to 12 points up,
the fever had not subsided and
within fifteen minutes stocks
were fluctuating wildly. The
London market opened in a panic
but braced and rallied consider-
ably'. Secretary cortelyou's rush
to the rescue after the cloee of
the market last night will act
as a sort of tonic.
NO NEWS.
Shanghai, March 15.— There
IS no confirmation of the report
circulated yesterday coming from
Chinese sources that the `Wee-
Roan mission near Ningoo was
destroyed and missionaries were
MOT FAILED.
St. Petersburg, March is.—
Through the falling of a large
tiortion of the ceiling of the hall
in which the 1101111111 SUS, it is be-
Broil a plot to kill many depu-
ties was frustrated. Over 200
seats in the chamber were
smashed. The downs was not in
session at the time. Today's
session was suspended owing to
the ruin of the chamber.
POO4TOFFICE MIMED.
Georgetown, Ky., Marsh IL—
Burglars e (erred 0 VI' 11014.1dhee
last night and worked the com-
bination of the safe, opened the
stamp drawer and secured $304)
in money and stamps, and a
number of valuable papers. An
attempt to open the safe con-
taining registered mail, Nike).
ANOTHER ENTERS
COUNTY CONTEST
J. D. Smith, one of the best known
men In the county, Is a candidate for
representative from McCracken coun-
ty on the Democratic ticket He will
annonece formally In a few days. Mr.
Smith ran several years ago against
Circuit Clerk Miller, for the office
Mr. Miller now holds. He has lived
until recently in Heath where he rt(n
a store. It is this Mr. Smith that the
appointment to clerk of" the Eddyville
penitentiary was asked for by C. W.
and not .1 D. Smith, Jr., the expert
accountant Mr. Smith's friends may
he is the strongest candidate of the
four now in the race. J. W. Skelton.
Eugene Grave* and W. T. McKinney
are the Miter candidates.
And Lacks Ten Feet of Stage
Registered During the Flood
in January---Little Fear of
That Stage Amin
SITUATION NOT ALARMING
Up River PointA Are Expected to
Salter Again as They Did ilefore;
But Only Heavy Rains an Bring
Trouble.
HOW LOCAL MEN LOOK AT IT.
Precipitate rising in the upper
courses of the Ohio river make it
rather .probable that no serious stage
will be reached here under present
conditions. While the rises at Pitts-
burg and Cincinnati indicate a con-
siderabie volume of water, alsiess
thait water Is re-intoned by local
rains the length of the Ohio ralley, a
stage as high as in January for this
voile seems impossible. The rise in
the upper Ohio beat too much the ap-
pearance of a stool which will-spread
itself out before it can reach the low-
er half of the river. It will require
today's and tomorrow's reports of
upper river conditions before ant
accurate prediction of the probable
stage here can be made.
. „The rc,iL.i1tRI4g 411).LS-.1
In the last 24 hours. The stage this
mornin.g of 31.7 is exactly 1,4 feet
lower than the leghest stage reached
in the January flood—e5.7. That
stage was reached January 28. To
day's rise and for the next few data
probably will show greater gains. The
January flood was possible from the
heaviest rainfall all along the valley.
that has been recorded in the coal
observer's office. However, with the
river already well up, a given amount
of water means more now than in
January when the river had to make
a longer climb up the banks.
The government prediction is for
rapid rising in the Ohio river for
the next few days. The cause of the
flood Is given as 'heavy rains In the
mountains and tributaries above, and
front melting snow. The unusually
mild winter should make the water
from melting snow less this year and
the excessive rains of the first two
months in the year probably• wit:
make for only a- moderate rainfall
throughout the spring. It was these
conditions that led some of the /cies:
river men to expect less of a spring
rise than usual.
The Cumberland and Tennessee
rivers fortunately at this time are not
rising significantly. The Wabash
shows some indications-of rising and
the most serious aspect is the rising
tendency in the Mississippi river. The
Mississippi river toes :Ike a dam on
the Ohio river. A stage of the Ohio
river that would net be serious when
the Mississippi river Is low, becomes
dangerous- when that river is high,
forcing the Ohio back and holding
th• water up. It is probable that Ole
rising conditions in the Mississippi
river, more than In the Ohio, caused
the river men at l'airo to advise
against the gunboat Wasp coming on
to Paduetth.
With fourteen feet to go yet be-
fore the river gets to the highest
stage reached in January, river men
here are not anticipating great incon-
venience from the floods *bore. They
sat that the rise at Pittaborg. while
phenominal, Is too sudden to be last-
11 It ig sustained, a high stage
Will be reached here. Already the
river at Cincinnati and Pittsburg is
above the flood stew, and may go
higher than 1884 for those calms
Before the flood reache• Paducah,
nrovidvl It no not swelled by local
rains, it will be harmless.
,h6114.41.0.1kihhalitliendfr..
New Orleans, March IS.—
Whfteaey shotelital
Eilitez Dotson at Point Alahatch-
i, pea night WW1 t killed him.
eele He *eked her repeatedly
to merry him and she retneed. •
BUT IT DOESN'T STOP HIS BARKING.
—Bartholomew in Minneapolis Journal
WASP HOT COMING STRIKE SETTLED ODD FELLOWS ARE
IS WEST WORD TRAFFIC RESUIED STILL SEARCHING
itayor Veiser and Commercial Club
Endeavor to induce Commander to
Change His Mind and Visit the
City of Paducah,.
ME CAIRO BRIDGE IS OBSTACLE
Washington, March 15.—For the
first time iii tmerican history a
warship flying the colors of the
tatted States will ascend the Ohio
river to EVROS% Ills', 11141. . Congress-
91*11 has promised this.
The gunboat Wasp was selected for
the service.
40"
Because the commander of the gun-
boat Wasp fears that the tide In the
Ohio river will prevent the craft go-
ing under the Millais Central bridge
it Cairo on her return trip. It has
been decided that -the gunboat shall
not come to Paducah. She will lie
up at (Satre several dater to coal be-
fore starting on her return trip to
the gulf,
The Commercial dab had made
arrangements to entertain the officers
of the Wasp during their stay In Pa-
ducah, and members of the club were
disappointed to learn it would. not
come. This morning Secretary (bone
wired the officer in command asking
that he bring his boat to the city. and
assuring him that neat river officials
think there is no danger of the host
not being able to get under the
bridge et Cairo, Mayor Velser item
wired a message to the same effect,
and both officials think there is_ a
probability thet the request will be
granted.
P. J. Chrever, aril/anise agent for
the gunboat Wasp held a long dist-
ance consultation this morning with
Commander Croghan of the Weep, in
whice the commander expressed his
regret at the inability of the Wasp
to come to Paducah. He said It is
possible that a recruiting party may
come on to Paducah by tail, anyway.
The Wasp is scheduled to leave Cai-
ro Monday for the south. If It Is
seen that the river will fall, the
gunboat may come on to Padurah
next week Sheerer will. leave to-
to at
The government will install a far.
eat reserve telephone service in the
Big Horn reserve in Wtoitiatig, st a
cost of $S004. It Is deatornett for
munitioning help to. fight forest fires
Louisville Street Railway Company
and Men Agree on Compromise
Satisfactory to Both Sides to the
Controversy.
ARBITRATION PLAN ADOPTED.
Louisville, March 15.— Following
the agreement reached between the
company and employes the street car
service was resumed on all lines this
morning. Almost all the old employes
are at work and regular schedules
are observed.
The terms of the settlement pro-
vide for an Increase from 18 to 2e
cents an_hour for new men and 22
cents an hour for all employes after
the first ewe, 25 cents an hour over-
time; at least thirty minutes for
lunch; all strikers to be restored to
their old position, and -au open shop
for the company In reference to the
hiring of new men.
The point of recognizing the union
anit establishing a straight closed
shop was conceded by the executSve
commit-tee for the strikers, who re-
ceivod in return the promise that the
company will in future settle all dif-
ferences between It and employes
through a permanent arbitration
committee appointed by the men.
SERIES OF MISHAPS
ATTEND AERIAL TRUCK
IN FAST RUN TODAY
As the aerial ladder was on
the way anmwering an alarm sent
in from Fifth street and Ken-
tucky avenue thitt afternoon at
1:20 o'clock, Morris Ingram, the
defter, was thrown from the
neat and his right leg was sprain-
ed. While making the turn at
Fourth street and Kentucky ave-
nue "Walter" the horse on the
left slipped and fell on the
smooth strict. Before the heavy
truck could be stopped he had
been dragged over the street and
onto lb.' sidewalk. A deer/ gash
was rut above his right foreleg.
"JOU ,AdIsAirgill-bl. ths../gash.
and the horse was frightened
and ran, hitting the buggy of
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott.
GRAIN MARKET.
Cincinnati, 'Starch 15.-141seat,
7114: vitro, no oats. 474S .
Price of Property Goes Up Whessever
It Is Learned What Committee
Waists and Prowess Is S1QW at
Present.
MAI RE5d4HIEb OLD BUILDING.
Definite plans for securing a borne
of their own, have not been made
yet by the Odd Fellows. Several of
the Iota the lodge have inspected have
taken a sudden rise in value, when It
becomes known that they were want-
ed by the lodge. Another cause of in-
action has been the various opinions
held in tho lodge as to what policy
would be best.
Th,ere is a strong sentiment among
members to remodel the building
owned be -the ledge on Tflitel street
between Ilroadwey and Kentucky av-
enue. This building is wide enough
bet only 115 feet deep. In its present
condition It is estimated _that practi-
cally a new building would have to
be built to get it in shape for lodge
purposes. It han been suggested
that this building be sold and the
proceeds Invested In a lot In another
part of the downtown distriet. Some
of the iota offered have been too far
off Broadway. Others are too far
down toward the river. All are held
at fancy prices and as the lodge is In
no particular hurry, no action Is ex-
pected for a month at least.
FATE DOUBTFUL
OF MONEYMAKER
Mr. W. 13. Moneymaker, of Eureka,
was In the city today trying to get
any information he could about his
brother,,, Jatm D. Mogeyntaker, who
was empticeed as a deck hand on
the upper Tennessee river, on the
steamer Birmingham. Moneymaker
disappeared from the haat on Menet
5 and the officials think he Prob-
ably WI off the boat sod was drowns
a• iled o discover hig body.
it has been reverted this( inoo4)0,_
'SOO has been ,110114 --,-IsricSIY IS Gon-
ads and the edited Sestet—for the
eorintrnetkm of the Canton & ;trinkets
rallrotte in Mine,
CHANGE IN HOURS
TO BE ABANDONED
Prof. Carnagey Suggests a
Plan of Sessions to the
School Board
WILL RELIEVE THE CONGEISTIONi
Eighth (int;le Distributed Between
Washington and Longfellow
Buildings.
PRINCIPAL OF HIGH eittli006,.
While' the proposition to shorten
the hours of the school-day has-been
:aid before the public by the sehool
board for expression of opinion, as
far as a majority of the members of-
the board are concerned, no material
change will be made in the present
schedule. It is known by the board
also, what Prof. J. A. C,arnageY's
ideas along this- tine are, and as pub-
lic opinion seems to be dormant on
the question, with the exception of
the Alumni association and perhaps
one or two other clubs., the action of
the board in this insi-in,e prat
is settled.
As suggested by Protesui earth).-
gey, the superintendent-elect in_con-
*nit "iiinie of the members.
of the -board, the schools will open
fifteen minutes later in the morning.
at 8:45 o'lock. A recess of fifteen
minutes will be given in both morn-
ing and afternoon selaions. At noon
the schools will dismiss at 11:45
o'clock as at present. On the quete
Con of resuming after dinner, the
ideas of the members of the board
vary with Professor Carnagey's sug-
sessions only a few minutes. He
prefers that the ecboods resume at
1:15 o'clock, as at present, while
some of the members prefer to ex-
tend _the noon .recees to 1:;e0
giving the chStiren an hour and 45
minutes. Prof, Oarnagey would dis-
miss the schools, at 3:5'4 o'clock
while the members who would make
the noon recess longer, would dis-
miss at 4 o'clock. In any event the
difference in the schedule (gorily five
minutes, and the baud will not ha/4
a hitch in settling this point. A trus-
tee discussing the shorter hour prop-
osition this morning said:
"After canvassing the members of
the board and summing tip public&
opinion In the mass, as' best OA r
could, I can say confidently that no
change to the one session school day
win be made. In the schedule I have
outlined., ample allowance has been
made for the children not becoming
wearied by the long hours in schools,
as suggested by the advoeates of one
session. It hi a matter of fart that
many of the school children with
denim around the .home find it rushes
them to get to school at 8:30 o'clock
In the morning, and the fifteen min-
ute reduction in the hours there will
be beneficial. At neon an extension
of the recess fifteen minutes is eon-
sid_ered advisable by some of the true-
tees to prevent these children who
have to walk tong distaneee enter-
ing the afternoon session breathless
and hot from the hurried walk hack-
ward and forward. With the rowans*
allowed and the redeetions In the
hours, it 'teems the best arr-angentent
that can be made for the at-commode-.
tion of all concerned, and In this
we have the approval of Prof. Car-
uagoy, and of Seperintendent Lleb."
Eighth. Grade l'hange.
While Prof. Carnagey wais here on
hi slant visit the trustees held a ems
corisultetion with him on the ques-
tions before them tot- settlement. Ms
Idt.asi along every line the board es-
pacts to act in the April Session are
known anti they coineid• in all es-
statist' reapects with the ideas of the
trustees. As announced in THE
SUN, the present arrangement of
taring all the eighth grade Pupils in
the city attend the Washington build-
ing, will 'he modified. Professor
Carnagey aud the majority of the
trustees favor placing an eighth
grade in the Longfellow 'building.
Fifth street tend Kentucky. avenue,
and one In the Franklin building on
South Sixth Street. All the nopili
from the south aide of the city end
from the northeast section of the cite
ington building and distributed in
these tWo new grades. The eighth
grade at the Warehington building will
be retained, and ender the new er-
rangeteeta welt be a IrOrttOtt grade.
(f,Nootititied on pay fallie4
Viola Allen starred,
Dandy Dixie Niltistrels.
One of the _ inetrumental
EXCURSION TO
ST. LOU IS
Via III:osis War& Railroad.
Thursday, March 21,1901
ROUND Clt3
TRIP. .
Special Train Leaves Paducah at 8 a. m.
Aunts at St. Lows 2:30 p. a.
Tickets good returning on
all trains up to and including
Monday, Marti' 25, 1907.
No baggage will be checked
on these tickets, nor will they
he good on sleeping ears.
For further particulars ap-
ply to .
1 T. DONOVAN, Agent. Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, T. A., Union Depot.
THURSDAY, MARC9 21RICHARD & PRINGLE S
Famous Georgia
PASO TWO,
Lin Kentucky
BOTH PHONES 148.
TO=NIGHT
AND BALANCE OF WEEK
WILLARD MACK
And
MAUDE LEONE
And the same fine cast they
had with them or their for-
mer eingagement in Paducah.
Bill for Tonight.
"THE CHRISTIAN"
BIG BARGAIN MATINEE
SATURD AT.
Popular Prices
15c, 25c, 35c and 50c.
Matinees 10e and 25c.
Seats on sale at Box Office.
AT THE KENTUCKY.
willard Mack,Mande Leone and coin.
paw . in repertoire of standard
comedies.
Friday-"The Christian."
Satinday-(Matinee and Night) -
(.0111ellies.
Extraordinary Bill Tonight.
Another large house greeted "the
second presentation in Paducah of
"Madam Satan," last night at
Kentucky by Willard Mack, Maude
Leone and cemsiany. The bill was re-
peated by request. i was the open-
ing attraction of the company's first
engagement here, and many who saw
Miss Leone in the title role demand-
ed that she play It again. The part
of the "Madam Satan" suits the
physical charms and dramatic pow-
ers of the leading lady and the cos-
tumes worn in the play were the ad-
miration of the women of the audi-
ence last night. Tonight an extraor-
dinary bill is offered-the flrst pre-
sentation at popular prices of "The
Christian", Hall Caine's master-
Tuesday Night, March 19 sp,,,,eccees. in which
HENRY B. H
PRESENTS THE
( ELEBIUtTla)
tNIERICANT
ACTOR
ROBERT
EDESON
IN
THE ANIERIC1N
COLLEGE PLAY
THAT HAS ACHIEVED SU(X'ESS
FOR THE PAINT THREE SEASONS
EVERY WHERE
STRONG -HEART
BY
WM. C. DE MILLE.
"The Best Comedy Drama on the
Stage."-Public Opinion of 1903.
PRICES-25c, 35c,_ 50c, 75c, $1.00
and $1.50 and $2-00.
Seats on sale Monday 9 a. in.
Friday Night, March 22
A Volcanic Ishviption of Laughter.
Twenty-eighth Annual Tour
MATINEE AND NIGHT.
THE EMINENT COMEDIENNE
MINSTRELS Florence Davis
4,0--Celebrated Fun Makers-40
10-Big New and Novel Acts-10
20-Sweet-Voiced Choral Court-20
THE RIG 0 COMEDIANS.
Ilaretice Fred Simpson,
Lestrr NI c kis, Frank Kirk,
Elmer Clay, IA•e Itenton.
Beautiful Scenic and Electrical Effects
Gorgeous Street Parade.
Pricrs-25, 541 and 75c.
Entire balcony reserved .for colored
patrons.
seats on sale Tbur-alay 9 a. in.
He darkens his owu way who
makes light of the troubles of oth-
ers.
SUPPORTED III
ELLIOTT DEXTER
AND AN EXCEPTIONALLY
STRONG COMPA Nit IN
THE BRILLIANT ROMANTIC
COMEDY
"THE PLAYER Mir
(By Louise Malltiy.)
THE PLAY THAT TOOK NEW
YORK BY STORM.
.1 Literary Gem and A Dramatic NIIAPI.
Scintillating with Wit. OM.
plications and Ludicrous Situations.
COMPLETE PRODUt7TION.
NtiTHING BUT PHAISE
BIG II.% ItGA1 N MATINEE
2.1e TO ALL.
Night Prices 23v, 3.5e, Sec. 7.34'. $1.00
it awl $1.50.
Seats on sale Wednesday, 9 a. in.
Me Kentucky
BOTH PHONES 5411.
Monday, March 18
MATINEE AND NIGHT
The DANDY DIXIE MINSTRELS
AND
Cotton Pickers' Band
40 Minstrel Meister Singers 40
Rest All-Star
Negro Minstrel Vaudeville, Song, Dance, Fun Show
Ever Seen.
Siniive-Sweet. Dancerm-Dandy. Phunny Phellows. Special-
ties. Sensational. Ebony Festacies. Paragon Paraders, Mer-
ry Minstrels, Plantation Pastimes. Distinguished Dixie Darkies.
The Band and a "P-o-w-1 Deed.
Direction Voelckelat Nolan, the "Barnum & Halley" of Beal Negro
M Inst relay.
BA FIC44,14- MATIALESe 261-, TO-ALL--
Night Prices-25c, 35e, 50e awl 75e. a
Entire Balcony Reserved for Colored Patrons
Seats on Sale Saturday.
N
inn PAT:Y(70AZ EVENINCI )317It
Ifeaturee. ever introduced on parade getting under the bridge at Cairo
or on tite stage concerns the Cotton easily. The Saitillo had a capacity
Pickers' hand of miestrels masichtea trip and left after unloading for the
.ed. by Robert Leach, the colored Tennessee levee.
Creatore with the "Dandy Dixie Mini The Peters Lee is expected to ar-
strels", which will be the attraction i:ve this afternoon late from Mem-
at The Kentucky for matinee and phis on the way to Cincinnati
night on next Monday. This clever! The Reaper was looking for a deck
band of musicians comprises one of :crew this morning to get away for
the most formidable features of the
Dandy Dixie minstrels, having been
selected for their individual ability
as soloists and the great success with
which they met during the all sum-
mer season of the Dandy Dixie min-
strels at the Wistaria Grove, atop the
New York theater last summer.
Campbell Bros., the black aristocrats,
d the company of 40 comedians,
Si gem dancers and specialty per-
formers.
"Strongticart."
"Strongheart," the college play, In
which Robert Edeson will tsjapear
here on next Tuesday night, is cre-
ating much interest among theater-
goers of this city, as the demand for
seats is unusually large. The play
tells the story of an educated full-
blooded Indian, who is finishing a
post-graduate course at Columbia
University, New York, who is a past
nutter at football, a good fellow and
a friend to everybody who knows
him, but because of his love for a
Caucasian, finds that the "knife of
prejudice has cut the ties of friend-
ship" and that he has been ostraciz-
ed from their set because he is an asing the
Indian. The play is extremely novel, tonight.
is absolutely unique 'and original, as
an Indian hero has never before
been, utilized for stage purposes. Mr.
Edeson's characterization of the
Redskin is said to be one of the most
delightful bits of acting seen in this
country in a long time; the play has
proved a notable success and the
company, whose number is twenty-
five, is said to be one of excellence.
The scenes have to do with college
life and are in consequence full of
good genuine comedy.
Georgia Minstrels. !
The excellent deportment of the
entire company on -the streets, in
the theater, and in fact everywhere.
Is one of the noticeable things w:th
Richards & Pringle's F*arge Georgiaodial
minstrels. Peopliegeril efta , ally on
the way the bey* car. _. behave
themselves. They "are never seen
hanging about saloons and tough ne-
gro dives, or associating with loose
characters. It is this discipline that
makes it possible for them to give
such a really excellent performance
as they do. They will appear at The
Kentucky on Friday, March 22.
Maurice Gran Has Passed Away.
Paris, March 15.- Maurice Grate
the well known impressario, is dead.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to
cure any case of Itching, Blind,
Bleeding or Protruding Plies in C to
14 days or money refunded. 50c.
1 RIVER NEWS 1
River Stages.
Cairo    38.2
Chattanooga  14.1
Cincinnati  5,4.1
Evansville ..... 16.3
Florence  11.0
Johnsonville 18.8
Louisville  28.6
Mt. Carmel  18.1 1.8
Nashville  29.6 5.1
Piteburg  35.8 1.7
Davis island Dam-Missing. "
St. Louis ' 18.7 0.a
Mt. Vernon  33.5 4.7
Paducah "..".""`"!-- 31.7 0./
Burnskle . „wiper .044 17.6
Carthage  54.0 '4.8
1.1 rise
02 rise
3.8 rise
0.6 false
2s5 rise
3.1 rise
5.6 rise
rise
rise
rise
rise
rise
flee
ri
rise
With one of the most beautiful
days In the year, the announcement
that the gunboat Wasp would not
come to Paducah caused general dis-
appointment. All through the das-
the wharfboat ofilce has been busy
answering the queries of people liv-
ing In the country, who wanted to
know whether the gunboat was com-
ing. The indications were for the
biggest crowd to seethe boat that
ever came to the city to see any. river
attraction. It Is the general opinion
of river men here that the Wasp eas-
ily could have come to Paducah and
remained here today and tomorrow.
It will be that time before the ef-
fects of the heavy .rise above can be
felt here, and with seven feet still
clear under the bridge at Cairo, for
the river to Mae that rapidly eeems
improbable. The Wasp luta short
smokestacks, but the matt pole, 60
feet from the keel, would strike the
bridge should the river rise higher.
It was suggested taat if some local
!intimate* took an interest and In-
vited the boat on here anyway, the
plans might he changed. It is possi-
ble that the threatened rise will be
Imst before the Wasp goes seuth and
Pittsburg with a tow of empties.
The Harvester passed np last night
with 28 empties laboring against the
strong current. It will be hard for the
two towboats to breast the crest of
The flood coming down.
Business with the John Hopkins in
the Evansville trade today was good
The Monte Ratter is doing harbor
work now for the St. Bernard Coal
company.
The Mary N. is laid up for a new
Shaft. The woodwork of the wheel is
completed.
The Scotia has returned from the
Tennessee river with a tow of ties.
The Georgia Lee will arrive Sat-
urday night or Sunday morning from
Cincinnati on the way to Memphis.
The I. N. Hook will arrive from the
Cum.berland river today with a tow of
ties.eWhile up the Cunaberland river
the Hook "bagged" one of the boil-
ers.
The Charles Turner probably will
get away today or tomorrow for the
Tennessee river after ties.
The Dick Fowler got away with a
good trip for Cairo this morning and
syi'l hitch the Wasp on behind to
gunboat up here anyway
Late but with the good excuse of
big business, the Kentucky arrived
from the Tennessee river this morn-
ing and .witi leave tomorrow after-
noon on the return trip.
Official Forecasts.
The Ohio at Evansville and Mt.
Vernon; *Ill continue rising rapidly
during the next several days, pass-
ing the flood stage at Evansville to
night or this morning, and at Mt.
Vernon tonight. At Paducah and
Cairo, will continue rising during the
next several days at an increasing
rate.
The Tennessee, from Florence to
the mouth, will rise during the next
24 to 36 hours, with flood stage in-
dicated for Johnsonville on present
rise.
The Mississippi, from below St.
Louts to Cairp, sviOeontinue rising
during the next 24 hours.
The Wabash, at Mt. Carmel and
Vincennes, will coUtinue rising dur-
ing the next .24 hours to 36 hours,
probably reaching a stage of 20 or
more at Mt. Carmel.
DON'T ComP1,4111.
If your chest pains and you are un-
able to sleep because of a cough, buy a
bottle of Ballard•ii Horehound Syrup
and you won't have an rough- Get a
bottle now and thst rough will not
test long. A cure 'for all pulmonary
diseases, Mrs. .1-. Galveston, Tenta
writes: "I can't say enough for_Bal-
iard'.• lloretiound SITUP. The relief it
has given me is all that Is necessary
for me to say."
Sold by an struggler-
Japan posseeees 2000 newspapers.
and when it ie remembered that 25
years ago it did not publish a single
journal, this rapid growth must be
regarded as one of the most brilliant
achievements io Journalistic history.
ALICE ROONEVELT'S WEDDING
:Was something to ia• recorded in the
annals of history. Herbine has been
acknowledged the -greatest of liver
regulators. A positive cure for Bilious
Headaches, Constipation. Chills and
Fever and all liver complaints. L. C.
'Smith. Little Rock. Ark., writes:
"Hertel'. to the greatest liver medicine
known. Have used It for years. It
does the work,"
sold by all druggists.
In the forests of °anode a motor
Is in use which is capable of drag-
ging a train of 200 tone weight of
logs at a speed af 12 miles an hour.
The poorest use of time is to
spend it counting the minutes.
.1V(1111 LUNG TROUBLE
Take one-halt ounce Virgin
Oil of Pine (Pure), two ounces
of Glycerine and eight ounces of
good Whisky. Shake well and
take in teaspoonful doses every
four hours. It is said to break
up a cold in twenty-tour hours,
and cure any cough that is cur-
able.
An eminent authority on lung
troble sa)s if this simple and
effective forme was known and
generally, used, thoat, lung and
bronchial affections would sel-
dom reach an acute stage. Care
should be used to select pure
ingredient*, said to avoid sub-
stitution it Is best that they be
purchased separately and mixed
In your own home.
Tine Virgin Oil if Pine (Pure)
should be purchased in the orig-
inal halt-ounce vials put up ex-
pressly for druggists to dispense.
Each vial is securely sealed in a
round wooden case, with engrav-
ed wrapper, with the name--
Virgin Oil of Pine (Pure.) Guar-
anteed under the Food and
Drugs Act. of June 30th 1906,
serial number 451 Preparedthe gunboat trfoLcOtoe 41...-4,,ease,....tessaptiosasose, -
Cincinnati, Ohio, --plainly print-
ed thereon. Only the cheaper
Oils are wig In bul&.s.hut these
precleee allinget 'ear-never of-
_ 
the desired result* •
roMi.,.••••••.....x. •salriOn, •
George Howe, A river (jerk well
known here, has gone on the Salt lb
inie third clerk.
The City of galIllin arrived from
St. Louis at 7 o'cleCk thia morning
etw. 
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Old Band Leader ,
Heads Parade at 84
iL G. I. PA
This is one of the thousands of cases where Duffy's Malt Whiakey drives out
healthy as that of a boy of twenty. This great tonic stimulant and elixir of life
thousands of men and women, who cannot say too much in praise of it.
DO.
Mr. G. I. Partridge, of
Franklin, Mass., who is in
his 84th year, led his fa-
mous band through the
streets of Cambridge at the
head of the Knights Tem-
plar Parade.
Mr. Partridge has played
the fife since he was 13
years old, and at the time
of the Civil War was ap-
pointed to recruit the regi-
mental band of the 18th
Massachusetts Regiment,
and had charge of the field
music. Later he helped to
recruit Neal Dow's famous
regiment.
In an interview Mr. Par-
tridge said:
"Last April I took a sudden cold, and I was
laid up with n uralgia in my shoulder, which
brought on fever and took away my appetite.
but by using Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey I
came out all right, and on Memorial Day I was
leading my band and pia.sing, as well. I think
your ei_lt Whiskey is just the medicine to tone
up and Leep up the strength of old people.
"Hoping your medicins will psove beneficial
to others, I can truly recommend it as a valua-
ble help."-G I. PARTRIDGE, Franklin,
Mass., Sept. 1st, 1906.
Despite his advanced age, Mr. Partridge can
still do as good work as men two score years
younger.
the germs of decay, and renders the system as
has been the means of prolonging the lives of
Duffy's Pure Malt
If you wish to keep strong and vigorous and have on your cheeks the glow of pea-
feet health, take Duffy's Pure 'Malt Whiskey regularly, according to directions, and tare
no other medicine. It is dangerous to fill your system with drugs, they poison the body
and depress the heart, while Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey tones and strengthens the heart
action and purifies the entire system. It is recognized as a medicine everywhere. This
is a guarantee. Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey has stood severe tens for fifty. years and
has always   been found absolutely pure and to contain great Medicinal properties.
CAUTION.-When you ask your druggist, grocer or dea:cr for
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey be sure you get the genuine. It's
the one absolutely pure medicinal malt 'whiskey and is sold only
in sealed bottteg; never in bulk. Look for the trade-mark, the
',Old Chemist. '6n the label, add make sure the seal over the
cork is unbroken. Price $1.00. Illustrated medical booklet and
doctor's advice free. Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, N. Y.
!NEWS OF KENTUCKY
Smith Came Next Monday.
Louisville, March 15.- After a
conference between W. M. Smith, at-
torney for William B. Smith, former
president of the Western National
bank, and Judge George DuRelle yes-
terday morning at the opening of the
United States y4usto 'Pudge Evans
agreed to set the case for a special
hearing next Monday.
New Suit in Hargis Fend Case,
Lexington, KY-, March 15.- Suit
to recover $100,000 damages was
filed last night in the Fayette county
circuit court against James Hargis,
Edward Callahan and Ebert Hargis,
by T. P. Cardwell, Sr.. guardian for
Edward Cox, Lucie Cox an Brackie
Cox, children of Dr. 13. D. Cox and
infants under 14 years old. The peti-
tion alleged that the defendants con-
spired with others to murder Cox.
Both Sides Want Election.
Bowline Green, Ky., March 15.--
A rather peculiar and unusual state
of affairs developed here yesterday,
when the saloon men and the prohi-
bitionists both began circulating a
Petition asking the court to call an
election to vote on the whisker in
the city. Both petitions are Identi-
cally alike and ask for an election to
he held In June.
It is said that the saloonista hear-
ing that the antis were out with a
petition thought it was for an elec-
tion to be held in cmt erne rwTP PP
lion in the county, including the city.
and their petition was asking ter a
separate election for the city. The.
town will be close, while in then
county it is prohibition by. a large
majority.
Kellork Known at Mayfield.
Mayfield Ky., March 15.- "Ac-
cording to the stories going the
rounds of the police department and
turnkeys of the county prison the jail
has never held a more desperate or
murderous inmate than Charles Kel-
lock, accused of being one of the trio
l
ot crackamen who did their best to
kill Policemen Wood and Orr Tues-
day when the patrolmen caught them
blowing the safe of Denkerai grocery,
at Eighth and Harris streets," says a
Paducah paper.
"According to City Marshal Chas.
MeNutt, the prisoner, was in May-
field for several dive and sold a
ttunk of whiskey from a room in a
hotel before the stRotteld pollee
;;- it-' 'IMP
,clerk. Rat when the lown marahal of
r Maylleid was in Paducah Titetklay he
Identified Kellock as the man who
bad' helped to irrigate his town at $1
a plot from the beat room in a Main
hotel too."
Mme. Schumann- Hein k recently
had her life insured for $10,0,00.0.
4180,400,sof which is made payable ta
her chi:tire:Q. Before she took cut-
Whiskey
In 1617.a book was written which
no doubt foreshadowed wireless tele-
graphy. it mentiona the communica-
tion between two persons at different
this policy she was insured for $35,- points by means of a lodestone and
000. ia needle placed on a metal dial.
These large, clean  stove flues mean
a Saving to you.
The secret of the success of Buck's stoves and
ranges lies largely in their flue system. The extra
large flues-direct the heat where it is needed-and
used-give a perfect draft-a free and complete cir-
culation of heat around the oven. There are no
"cut-offs" or obstructions to clog and cause trouble.
All heat is put to good use in a Buck's stove or
range-which means a saving of fuel to you.
Let us tell you about these out-of-the-ordinary
stoves-and let us tell you about our especially at-
tractive terms and prices-today.
A dollar down and a dollar a week will buy one
of these splendid stoves. You surely can't afford to
miss this chance ' Take advantage of it today.
'
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mARKET sfrocKED 'Miele in' Wall street He has too
imuch to lose. Nevertheless. it is con-
-Idered strange that immediately at-
ra his visit to the white bouse.when
.,• predicted all sorts of gloomy
we'
-ete
ij
oar
hings to the president, he should go
, to sea so as to prove an alibi, and
thereupon a wild panic breaks over
1 Staricion in Minds of Many Wall street and sweeps all Miceli
People at Washington down before it.
i 
' 
Part of Stage Setting For Visit of
Railroad Kings to President
Roosevelt.
I
. I. %TT Fit WILL REAl.tIN FIRM
1 .
t
' Washington, D. C., March 15. ---;
nere is a strong Suspicion In the
inds of some pedpieethat the pan-
1
1 ley) conditions in the New York
etock market today were carefully
engineered by certain persons for the
1
express purpose of influencing the
mind of the president and of "throw-
ing a scars, into the administration."
It seems remarkable, to say the
1
 ‘.ieast, that E. H. Harriman should
have been here one week, that Yoa-
kum, StIckney, and Garrett, repre-
senting the Rock Island, Great West-
ern and. Seaboard Air Line, should
all have arrived In Washington and
given out alarmist interviews withinre 
a few days, while on Monday even-
We Want You Mothers to See the Splendid
Things We Have in Boys' Appgtel
MOM
IF there is one thing that will appeal to mothers it is our Children's Depart-
'ment. It receives the best attention of experts, as it is our effort to make
buying a pleasure for parents instead of the usual drudge.
Our spring displays comprehend everything the best markets afford.
All those pretty styles for boys in thz Sailor Suits, the Russian Blouse, in the
new browns and grays and white flannels, destined to be so popular, naturally
find place here. So, too, do all the offerings in their great varieties, of this
season.
The price range is from $3.50 to $10.00
-In Hats and Caps we show some very handsome new things. The Peter
Pans and the new shades 01 tans will be very much in favor, and the colonial
shapes are lively bidders for attention.
AMERICAN DRINKING H.!IIITs
A-Large Increase in the Use of Bot-
tled Beer.
Washington-, D. C., March 15.—
Officials of the internal revenue bu-
reau say that the people of this
country are large l7 increasing their
consumption of American bottled
beers. When asked why this is, they
attribute it to a greatly increased
family use of this treverage. Further-
more, they look upon it with favor
as conducing to Semperance.
"It is a matter of widespread note,"
said this official, "that the consump-
tion of beer is increasing at a great,
rate, while the consumption of strong
drinks is decreasing, compared to in-
crease of population. I assume that,
the big increase In consumption of,
bottled beers is due to several causes.
One, of course, is that the people'
FOR A PURPOSE
. Roosevelt Not Prlithlessed.
, If tne Wall street manipulators
have any idea they can frighten the
president by a purely stock panic
they have missed their guess most
woefully. The general railroad and
'corporation policy of the adminIstra-ac lion, It can be atteerted upon good
Fautnority, is not in any way depen-
dent on stock market prices. It is
more than likely that the president,
lin common with a good many other
men, has no special objection to see-
'tag the water rqueezed out of some
of the so-called railroad "securities."
t The administration Is engaged , In
no crusade asainst the railroads nor
against the corporations. Mr. Mor-
'gan's visit to the white house will
cot, it is believed, materialTy alter
'the policy of President Roosevelt.
That policy can best be discovered by
Ian examination of his public mes-
sages and speeches. He believes the-
railroad.: ate entitled to a squate deal
land'he will not be a party to any cru-
sade against them. At the same time.
he believes the people are entitled
to fair rates without discriminations
is between a small shipper and aing .1. Pierpons Morgan 'himself large one.
made a hurried trip to Washington, The president's polity Itsi'far .as It/Saw the: president", arranged for a can be. outlined does tiotrInvOre anybig railroad conference, and left Mr -new legislation hostile to the rail-Europe. reads, except so far as it seeks to
Some people seem to see a come!- determine a fair basis of capitalize-
donee in the fact that_ Mr. Morgan lion, so that the tuterstate commerce
was hardly out of eight of land before commission may be enabled to Mc apanickyj conditions developed in the fair taelif tate without regard toelock market. Money had not been watered stock, or shadowy bonds, orhigh previous'y and except for the the gayly printed chromos whichfact that the Pennsylvania, North- 'nave been issued In such profttsigt bywestern, and other roads have been "wizards' of Wall street.
In the market for subscriptions Plants for the Conference,
;which culminate on Friday, there Preliminary, steps have been takenbas been no anticipated reason for toward arranging for the coneerence'the extraordinary slump all along of railroad presidents suggested bythe line. Mr. Morgan. The president 41:1 us-
It is not believed that Mr. Morgan tan to everything they have to -s,ay,
would he a_Dartysto_a_premeditated butstarathe-other hand, he will have a
Ike teem inc other is the grow-
ing tesrperance sentiment. The
amount of alcohol in it is small,
and people fee: no evil consequences
of its use. There is g growing sen-
timent that temperance is' surer and
better promoted .by the development
of a taste for mild drinks than by
prohibition laws. tBeer seems to be
best adapted for this purpose. Al-
though wine would, perhaps, answer
the purpose also, and most excellent
wines are produced in California,
and many parts, of our country are
well adapted to wine culture, yet
wine has greater alchotwlic strength
than beer, is not as cheap, and, for
sonle reason or other, the 'American
people do not see tato favor it.
"There was a time, especially in
tke South when the whisky decanter
bad a prominent placellim every aids
board. Not so now. Natter& bot-
t'ed beer is stored in the refrigerators
WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THIS?
holler Big Factory Shipment of Guitars That Go at Unheard of Low Prices.
No: 1—Best Guitar shown for the price, only 1.15
No. 2—Guitar, well 'made, good tone, extra valoe._$1.90
No 3.—Guitar, two piece hack, better than No. 2 ..... $2.35
No. 4—Guitar, celluloid edge, two piece back, tine tone, fine
finish, regular $a 50 guitar for $2.65
No. 9—Solid oak guitar, ladie4' size, very tine tone, guaran-
teed in every way, worth $5, for... — $3.95
Other numbers from ..... to $15
Money .back if ousnitars ,
D. E. WILSON, The Book and Music Man
At Harbour's Department Store.
of many residences. There ,can be
no doubt that the marked continual
decrease of dironkenness, is, to some
extent, due to the substitution of
beer for strong drink."
It Is told of the Rt. Rev. Dante $,
ruttke., D. D.. LL. D., who had not at-
tended an important conference at
Lambeth Paiace, London, that dur-
ing i very formal function he and has
wife wore loudly announced as -the
Bishep 6f Misery and Mrs. Tuttle!"
—Harper's Weekly.
WARFORD'S
SPECIALS; SATURDAY
WASH FORDS...
18 lbs Granulated Sugar
4 Tb Good Nectar Coffee 
2 lb Keg Soda 
21 M Sack Good Straight Flour. .55c
24 lb Sack Good Patent Flour.  70c
3 lb Can T9matoes 10c
4 Cans Good Corn 25e
3 3 lb Cans Apples 26c
3 3 lb Cans Boston .Baked Reans 25c
4 3 lb Cans Hominy lfie
3 3 M Nut Flake Oats 15C
20 lbs Light Brown Sugar $1.00
Lemone, per Doz. • lfic
Oranges, per Doz. 30c
Good, Nice. Fresh Eggs, per Doz 15e
Table Glasses, per Set 10c
Nip,. Grevm 'Appier7Pecli- 1 g r
:3 3 lb Cans Pumpkin  
3 .3. 1b 'Cans Pinerepplea - 
3 2 lb Cans Peas 
2 20c Cans Table Peaches 35.
• , W. E. WABFORD, Mgr.
en Phone 10117, lath II Tenn St
PACIII1 TIMM.
Great Pacific
5.pecIals for Saturday, March 16
10 !Ds pest *Seger ..... 58c
3 Ms 15e Coffee for... '  !lc
3 Ms 17 1-2c Coffee for...48c
'3 lbs 20c Coffee for 52c
lbs 25c Coffee for 65c
lbs 311e Coffee for 131c
Ontego Flour, per seek...-.73c -
Aristocrat Flour, sack 70c
White Star Flour, sack 65c
Tomato Pulp, per can • 5c
3 cans Tomatoes 28c
Can Corn 7c, per Doz 75c
10c can Peas 7c, per doz 75c
7 Tba Navy Beans  25c
3 1-2 lbs Butter Beans  25c
2 1-2 Ms Dries Kidney Beans
25c
3 Ms Country Dried Apples 23c
Evaporated Apples lb .10c
3 lbs nice black Prunes 25c
lbs extra large Prunes 47c
3 sacks Salt  . 10c
2 Ms Fancy Evaporated
Peaches   _31e
1 lb Fancy Evaporated Apri-
cots . at 27e
Fresh Loose Cocoanut, Tb 20c
Baker's Cocoa, per can ec
15c bottle Heinz's Ketchup. 12c
157 can grated or sliced Pine-
apple for  10c
20c ran Chunk Pineapple 15c
2 cans Sarimps for 25c
2 cuns Smoked Sardines 25c
25c. can Dunkley's Raspber-
ries for  15c
25c box Witch Hazel Soap 15c
Layer Raisins, per lb 10c
16 oz. Pkg. Seeded Raisins  10c
12 oz. Pkg. Seeded Raisins.8 14c
Creamery Butter, lb...  37c
Oleo Butter, per lb .1734c
3 lb-can Hominy qr
3 lb chopped or flaked Horn
my for loc
GREAT PACIFIC TEA COFFEE CO.
Old Phone 1179 206 Broadway New Phone 1176
FREE Palmar House Blend Coffee served free„Saturday mail 10:30 a m.
411111111111111111111111111114111111111111111111111111111111S, 
‘few things to say himself. His par-
pose will not be affected by tLo stock
marhet flurry of today. lie has made
that clear to all who called on him,
not so utile.] by what he has said as
by what he has not sa:d.
In conference with the secretary of
the treasury today; President Roose-
velt took the usual steps to restore
confidence on the street. These steps
were of a purely financial character,
and have nothing to do with the rail-
road and corporation policy of the ad-
ministration. If the railroad presi-
dents want to frighten the adminis-
tration they must first -produce a
business pante, not a stock market
panic. Every report received by the
adminiatiation thus 'far, and every
scrap of knowledg4 ...le possession of
the financial officers ct: the govern-
ment, shows that tfte-business of the
country is abnormally prosperous
and that the price of railroad securi-
ties In Wall street does net in any
way reflect the conditions of the leg-
itimate commerce of the contitry.
For Sete,
Lots in Faxon's Addition, $130.
Convenient terms. Lots Eighteenth
and Harrison. Satisfactory terms.
Price $300. H. C. Hollins, Real Es.
tale and Rentals. Telephone 127.
OUR FIRST SHOWING
In swell spring styles in Clothing, Furnishings and Shoes now ready. All
that's new and strictly up to date we have.
See our Men's
$15.00 Suits
SPECIAL
Boys' Knee Pante, 4 to 16 yearii, we offer at the special price
of —  
. 
-....._ _...
These are splendid values, being well made and just the thing for school
Little Fellows' Suit., ranging in size from 7 to 14 years. Special
for 
These are a lot of spring weight samples which would actually sell for $1.50
to $2.50. Don't miss these.
19c
98c
FOR YOUR BOY—We have 64 patterns of boys' tine coats, consisting of
double and single breasted and made up in the very latest styles, and
which formerly sold for $1.50 to $3,00; to dispose of this lot we
we have placed them on sale for
Men's Fine Madras Shirts, the regular 75c quality, with or
without collars .
49c
48c
SPECIAL
Crossett $5, $4, $3.50 Shoes
We have put the price---$2.69--- on all
the broken lots of Crossett's tine $5,
$4 and $3.50 Shoes, consisting of
Patent Leather, Gun Metal, Box Calf
and Vici Kid, both in lace and button,
•they go for
$2.69 -
WE CARRY UNION LABELED GOODS
U. O. Oullett & Co.
314-it r6Z
d.
3T2 41 A V -
WE SAVE YOU MONEY ON EVERY PURCHASE
m•••••••••••
14•::
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VISCRIPTION *ATMs
Mistared at the postedIce at Padestak.
1E7.. as ascend class matter
TM DAILY NM
By (terrier, per week  .1')
By mall, per, month, in advance .25
By mall, per year, In advance... 1-10
TIDO WEMICLY RUN
Per year, by mall, po **es paid...FLO
Address THE RUN. Padnealh, Ky. 
Wee& 115 South Third. Phones aid
-13Wn• Young. Casing* ana—kiii
lora representatives.
THE IHIN CAM 1.41 round at ties *Miele-
eg places:
Ft. D. Clements • 1.1.
Van Colin Bros.
Palmer HOUSA.
John Wilhelm's.
14410ml 
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CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
February, 1907.
1 4036 15 3829
3813 16 3874
4 3830 18 3813
5 3851 19 3805
6 3851 . 20 383'0
3871 21 3869
8 3895 a2 3915
.........3813 23 38-39
11., ...... a828 25 3855
12 38a5 26... ..... 383G
13 3844 27 392J
14 ,3870 2t8 3890
Average for February, 1907 3859
Average for February, 1906 3757
Increase  102
Personally appeared before me,
this March 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Sun, who at-
firms that the above statement of
the circulation of The One 'for tb,e
month of Feb. 1907, is true to the
best of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PCRYEA_R,
Notary Public.
My commission expires January
12, 1908.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
For Mayor.
The Sun is authorized to announce
Charles Reed as a candidate for
mayor„subject to any action of the
Democratic party.
The Sun is authorized to announce
Thomas B. Herrison as a candidate
(or mayor subject to the action of the
Democratic primary May 2, 1907.
For City Ames:tor.
The Sun is authorized to .announce
the candidacy of Stewart Dick for the
office of city assessor, subject to the
action of the Democratic party.
For City Treoaturr.
The Sun is authorized to announce
J. W. McKnight as a candidate for
the office of City Treasurer subject
to the action of the Democretic party.
For City Attorney,
The Sun Is authorized to announce
the candidacy of John G. Mater, Jr.,
as a candidate for city attorney sub-
ject to the action of the Democratic
primary, May 2, 1907.
Daily Thought.
Respect age for what has been;
respect youth for what may be.
Is simply ridiculous to imply by any
sort of Innuendo tha• tne school
board as a whole has not elected
teachers. In no other way may they
be elected. On the other 'baud, te
think of twelve men taking up the
election of teachers in open meeting
without any preliminary investiga-
tion by a committee and without the
aid of recommendations by the su-
perintendent and the principals, is
to lough- It Is kat to look on the
teachers and principals and superin-
tendent as so many hirelings, one of
whom is invested with the title of
superintendent and given certain ex-
ecutive duties to perform, but no
real authority over subordinates, who
may carry questions of practice and
discipline over his head to the
board. Discipline is the cornerstone
of the school system. Without it
teachers can do nothing with the
children. Without it the superinten-
dent and principals can do nothing
with the teachers. There can be no
concordance of departments If the su-
perintendent's word Is not law. And
if his recommendations and reports
of school affairs are not to be con-
sidered by the board, pray, how is
the school board to acquire any in-
formation about a teacher's work?
if, as the News-Democrat says, the
"trustees were elected to run the
schools," why go to the expense of
bringing a trained expert on school
matters here merely for the purpose
of performing certain perfunctory
administrative duties which any. ex-
perienced teacher is capable of per-
forming?
We confidently assert that the
school trustees were not chosen to
run the schools. They are representa-
tives of the people, chosen to admin-
ister certain well defined functions
for the benefit of the tax paying pub-
lic; but the superintendent is em-
ployed to run the schools, under the
authority vested in him by the
board, and the betteraman he is and
the more latitude he is allowed, the
better the schools will be. You may
chirrup as cheerfully as you may
that the trustees are chosen to run
the schools, but the system will re-
flect the character of the superinten-
dent, and when the board interferes
with his prerogatives, the schools
will feel the effect.
There is a menace, a warning in
the quotation. We do not hold the
N.-D. responsible. It is but the in-
strument through which the warning
is soundest: but we see sinister
clouds ahead for the new superin-
tendent inahis inspired doctrine, that
the "trustees were chosen to run the
schools," and not this, "one man
power,"
Following the assertion of Com-
mander Booth of the Salvation Army,
that there is no tainted money, Pres-
ident Needham of George Washing-
ton University. spreads out his apron
to the golden flow from the horn of
plenty, and says: "I will accept it
from any man, who owns it." There
Is no taint inherent in themoney,but
there is a taint when seats of learning
join in an undignified scramble for
wealth and- sell degrees to men wao
have nothing to show for a life ief
activity but a lot of money. Tne taint
is In the administration of such
schools. Not only does the insidious
danger lie in the influence which the
man of money may exercise over the
schools, but in the spirit manifested,
which will affect the student body
and set up false standards of success
Since it has become an issue in
the present Democratic fracas, THE
SUN will state once and for all, it
never said that former Mayor Lang
was in the city hall seeking the "rec-
ord of Chas. Reed," or delving "into
the past record of Mia Reed."
PITTSBURG, MOVE UP.
The eieven largest cities of the
United States may be grouped in
three claeses. First come New York,
Chicago and Palladelphia, with pop-
ulations above a million. Then come
St.- Louis, Boston and Baltimore
with populations of between five and
eix hundred thousand. And flnatty
Cleveland, Buffalo. San Francisco,
Cincinnati and Pittsburg with popu-
lations between three and four hun-
dred thousand. Among these Pitts-
burg Is, according to the last census,
at the bottom of the list.
On Friday of next week, however.
Pittebarg will move forward into the
next higher class making a start
there at the bottom of the list.- Her
rank among the cities will be seventh
Instead of eleventh.
Friday is the tiny when the consol-
idation of Allegheny and Pittsburg
will take place. The supreme court of
Pennsylvania has jnst affirmed the
judgment of the lower courts to the
effect that the consolidation act is
constitutional, and the last doubts of
the two cities and the last hopes of
the opponents of consolidation have
been ended.
Greater Plamburg will have an area
of thirty-eight square miles, 1,194
acres of parks, 116 school buildings
and $40.506.000 of Municipal prop-
erty -Chicago Record-Hera:41.
HARRY THAW KNEW
RIGHT AND WRONG
Opinion of Jerome's Expert
On His Sanity
Hununela Testimony ly Admitted
and laborite Attorney May He
('ailed To Stand.
STATE HAS ITS OWN INNINGS
New York, March 15.—Dr. Wil-
liam Hirsch of Cornell Medical col-
lege, was the first expert witness
called by Jerome in the Thaw trial
today. He was called that he might
answer a hypothetical question as to
the mental condition of Thaw at the
time of killing White. Witness said
he had read the Longfellow letters
and will codicil and the letters Thaw
wrote to Anthony Comstock, com-
plaining of White. In answer to the
question the witness said Thaw was
not laboring under a defect of rea-
soning and knew his act was wrong
when h killed White.
flay Thaw Was Slane.
Answering precisely the same hy-
pothetical questions in response to
which alienIsts of the defense de-
clared that Thaw was suffering from
unsound mind and did not know the
nature Or quality of his act when he
killed White, Dr. Austin Flint, the
first expert called today by Jerome in
rebuttal, declared it to be his opin-
ion that Thaw positively did know
the nature and quality of his act and
knew the set was wrong.
After repeating to Flint the same
question which Dames put to the ex-
perts for the defense and having Mm
declare that Thaw was sane on the
assumption of facts stated therein,
Jerome had read to witness, the
prosecution's hypothetical question
which contained 15,a00 words and
which required one hour and la
minutes in reading. Flint again
said without qtialifletalriiithat Thaw
knew his act ‘waaartettand was
therefore liable for
first degree under
New York.
Delmas indicated
cross-examine each
ingly.
m er in the
the statutes of
that he would
expert search-
. Hunimela Testimony Stands,
Abraham Hummel was on the
stand again and before Deimas could
object to a question put to him by
Jerome the witness had got into reo
ord the statement that Favelyn Nes-
bit had told him that she had in-
formed Thaw in Paris in 1903 that
White positively had not drugged or
betrayed her. Delmas at first moved
to have the question and answer
stricken from record, but as the dis-
trict attorney was about to consent
to this plea, the counsel for defense
suddenly insisted that the answer
stand.
Humma's further testimony was
halted until Mrs. Evelyn Nesbit Thaw
again takes the stand to testify as
to whether or not Hummel was act-
ing as her attorney when she made
statements to him which were after-
wards embodied in an affidavit.
It was reported that Jerome may
be called to the stand in stir-rebuttal
.**-ammik&wmftwit
The New Store Blazes the
Way.
Green Ties
for
St. Patrick's
Day
TWENTY-FIVE CENTS.
Green ties for St. Patrick's
day. which is Sunday. In the
club and the proper width
four-In-hand in n very pretty
shade of green for 2.5c.
See the &splay In our win-
dows,
Each caller t rrou will he
presented with a othanurock
leaf.
Conte to tee uo, and see the
prettiest store In Paducah,
and 'the ...great displays of
Spring and lietoiter apparel.
It's worth while,
BLOOD THE SECRET OF
HEALTH.
Druggist W. B. McPherson Strongly
Recommends Vinoi for the Blood. •
"The blood should 'nave 95 pet
cent, red corpuscles. With a le—
amount come weakness, sickness at,
suffering. •
"We see every day on our streets
many people wheat, faces plainly
show impure, impoverished blood.
"We want everybody In Paducah
to know that Vinci purifies, vitalizes
and enriches the blood, increases the
red corpuscles and creates strength.
"This is became Vince contains in
a highly concentrated form all the
medicinal, blood making and body-
building elements of. cod liver oil act-
ually taken from frpsh cods' livers,
the useless oil eliminated, and tonic
iron, a needful constituent for the
blood added.
"We guarantee Vino will purify
and enrich the blood, create strength,
and build up every run-down person
in Paducah, or return the money
in every case where it fails." W. B.
McPherson, Druggist.
Note— While we are sole agents
for Vinol in Paducah, it is now for
sale at the leading drug store in
nearly every town and city In the
country. Look for the Vinol agency
in your town.
by the defense. The purpose, it was
said, was to question Jerome as to
certain actions against Hummel, who
was a witness today. This move was
taken as a reason for the defense al-
lowing muoleof Hummers testimony
to stand in the record.
CHANGE IN HOURS
(Concluded from First Page.)
The extra teachers now employed to
handle the extra pupils concentrated
at this building, will be placed in the
two new rooms.
Principalship.
Several advantages are expected to
result front this change. It will lea
een the congestion at the Washington
building; the distance to be walked
to school now by ate eighth grade
pupils all over theasity, will be les-
sened and equalized, and the way
will be paved for the change in the
-principalship at • the Washington
building. At present, Professor Payne
is the principal of 'both the High
school and the graterrnar grades, His
work was hrevy.ank)the care of the
grammar grades hereiofore has been
given to the assistant principal of the
High school. With the reduction in
the eighth grade, it is expected to
drop the aesietant principalship and
give the Whole building to the panel-
IralshiP, Which now curries a some-
what larger salsay,
To take some of the clerical duties
off of Professor Oarnagey, a clerk
probably will be employed by the
board for a while each month. In
this way it is expected to give Pro-
fessor Carnagey leisure to devote his
whole time to the work. At the
April meeting of the board, the prin-
cipal of the different buildings will be
elected.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAI IX•ery dose makes you feel better. Laz-Foa
keeps your whole inside, right. Sold on the
money-back plan everywhere Price", 1 ants.
March Is a Trying Month.
"Nor love, nor honor, wealth nor
power.
Can give the heart a cheerful hour,
When health is lost. Be timely wise,
With health 4:1 taste of pleasure
flies."
March is conceded by local phy-
sicians to be the worst month in the
year in Paducah, in the point of the
extent of sickness. The quick changes
in the temperature, warm one day,
sillily, with penetrating winds the
next affect the physical condition
probably more than any season of the
year.
The only safeguard therefore Is to
get yourself in good condition. The
liver, the blood, the kidneys, the
skin should be In first class order or
you can not stand the trying month.
Osteopathy, quickly naturally re-
store any disarrangement to any of
these essentials of good health. The
torpid liver, the disordered kidneys,
the poor blood supply or circulation
readily yield to Its health giving
methods
The treatment is simplicity itself.
sane, rational, without the use of
harmful drugs. It cures by scientif-
ic manipulation to restore the normal
netione to each organ. It recog-
nites, appreciates and uses proper
diet, air, water, exercise and other
natural hygienic measures, too.
I A trite saying is "Seeing is believ-
ing." so I *ball be pleased to refer
you, if on are Interested, to any num
;
her of people you know well who cen
attest to the virtues of the treatment
In liver, stomach, bowels. rheumatic,
asthma, malaria, neuralgia and
assetersettelltallaitlairaaaal"'
(is!) me at 1407 or call at my office,diPlectIon of the requisite number .of entegoritealy correcting errors made 10,1ati 
and
oBrIo2 .uadowy„ o at 2 ood p. ioany tirrbetw 
Dr.
teachers, On this report tin liteard by our ronteMporaries. We leave
hat; also at ti.#1, as It pleased. It them to make their own mends, giorign efemitritYIRIAN.4* G. B. prow.
FRIDAY, MARCIA id.
Gems In
Spring  Suits
It's dressing up time again. Old
winter has received his death blow
and Easter is not far off.
Welcome Spring with a glad
smile and a new suit. Fashion de-
mands many changes with the new
season.
Last spring's clothes are now out
of date. In our new spring suits
we have observed
Every Kink and Turn of
Fashion.
If you would save from $2.50 to $5.00 on your
.. pr.ing Suit
THIS IS THE PLACE
323 Broadway.
We Have
the
Union Store
Card
We Have
the
Union Store
Card
Subscribe for The Sun. 10c Per Week -
THE HAND OF ESAU.
— For ,no other purpose, it would
seem, than to show what a sorry fig-
ure an enlightened press may cut
when it falls from the fourta estate
to the low level of a mouthpiece for
somebody with an ax to grind, the
News-Democrat delivered itself of
this inspired message:
"The very men who a short while
back were trying to form a league to
run the public schools are nelw try-
ing to tell the school hoard what it
should not do to 'tie the hands' of
the newly elected superintendent. Do
not these soreheads know that the
school trustees were chosen to run
the schools and not to delegate that
duty' to any one man or any part of
the board? All the late rows in the
schoo'n grew out of this one man or
small committee poser. and the
school trustees want no more of it
and 'they clearly intend not to have
any more of it. • • •The board as
a whole will know better what it
wishes than any small part or any
one man, no matter how competent,
the part or the man may be."
Since Our own voice is the only
one that has been lifted
in protest, although we be-
lieve we represent the sentiment of
the thinking people, and TIIE SUN
speaks for no faction, we assume the
word "gang" is used In its figurative
sense, and our esteemed contempo-
rary delicately attributes to us nu-
merical strength in 'recognition of
our influence in the community.
This is what the N.-D. means: tin-
der the system heretofore in vogue,
the principals have made reports
and recommendations concerning
teachers to the superintendent. The
superintendent has made reports and
recommendat lona, embodying theme
of the principals, to the school hoard.
A committee of the board has con-
sidered these recommendations, and
adding to thee., knowledge of ren-
ditione gained from any tto.urce with.
In their power, has made _ reports
is ii,sfieacanaf...tartimmettaing the
•
.0 'de *not make a speciallsof
.st
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The New Store Blazes the Way.
Young Men Will Find the Most Exclusive
Models in Spring Suits at the New Store
Price Range $10.00 to $30.00
you young men, the most exactint customers any' store has, you will be
delighted with the New Store's spring displays. You want the extreme
in styles and patterns and, always, the exclusive. You won't have something
every elle else has.
There, then, Apt drop in any time, tomorrow would be better and see
our lines. There is *thing missing that should be here.
Those handsome brown patterns, the new gray tones, the swell checks
and plaids and the new very popular blue shadings---there is something to
choose from.
The styles, the cut and draping have the distinctive touch that is a joy
to your heart, and you can rest perfectly assured you. have what is right if it
comes from here.
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Advance 6hoving of
'(ew 6pring Juito,
Jilk Waists,
Zlack Val and Yaneti 5kirt3
'few Otings Arriving
Vonstantlq.
gucht, 9hillips t`Co.
geadq-to-Wear Eepartment
6econd yloor
—For Dr. Pendley, ring 416.
—For C,opeland's stable phone 100
- Gel bert, osteopath, 400 1/2
Broadway. Phone 196.
—Drink Belvedere, the master
brew.
—Padateeth dispatchers are taking
turn abont inspecting the improve-
ments on the Nashville, Chattanooga
& Rt. Louis railroad.
—Upright pianos from $154) to
$260, to reduce our stock of Slightly
used pianos we make thessa offers.
• W. T. Miller & Bro., 618 Broadway.
r 
—Wedding' invitations, announce-
ments and every character of en-
graved work is given careful, person-
al attention at the Sun job office.
--Globe-Wernicke filing cases and
supplies for them; also the best
'Pine of carbons. A full line of blank
books and all kind% of office supplies.
Telephone orders tireetptiy Aisle& Old
phone 436. 11. D. Clements & Oo.
—Only three caws Of smallpox
have been reported in Paducah this
winter.
—You know your calling cards
are correct when they come from the
Sun office. Script carda and plate,
$1.5e a hundred; the Old English at
$3.00.
—Belvedere beer is a home pro-
duct. Remember that.
—If you haven't time to go home
for clinneretry Whitehea4S1 2.5c *din-
ner, 215 Broadway.
—City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make their requests di-
rect to Tne Sun office. No attention
▪ will be pail to such orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
—James Bulger, saloonkeeper of
Mechanicsburg, was arrested last
night by Patrolmen Gray and Dugan,
charged with beating his wife.
—-The W. C. T. U. will give a sale
of fine cakes and the White Ribbon
Flavoring Extracts on Saturday,
March 16, In H. H. Lovink's office in
the Fraternity Building. Your pat-
ronage is respectfully solicited.
• --Drink Belvedere the Paducah
beer.
—We Fre prepared to repair as
well as repaint and refit your car-
riages. All work done promptly, and
satisfaction guaranteed. Phone old,
401, Sexton Sign Works, Sixteenth
and Madison.
—Place yoour orders for wedding
Invitations at home. The Sun is
chewing as great an assortment as
you will find anywhere at 'pekes
National Candy Company's
FINE CANDIES
Popular Priced.
We have made arange-
ments with the National
Candy Co., to receive a
large shipment of their
fine Chocolates and Bon
Bone Fresh Every
Week.
They are delicious and
wholesome and comply
with all the require-
ments of the Pure Food
Law.
WirsitaT
much lower than you wile have to
pay elsewhere.
—Bananas, 10c a dozen. Imperial
Confectionery, 331 Broadway, near
Fourth street.
—The ladies of the Episcopal
church will have cakes and candy for
sale, Saturday morning, at L. B.
Ogilvie & Co.
—We give you better carriage and
better .service for the money, than
Is given by any transfer company in
America. Fine carriages for special
occasions on short notice, also ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
—The Rev. Henry Sweets, of Lou-
tsville, will fill the pulpit of the First
Presbyterian church Sunday.
—Genuine Italian Spaghetti, im-
ported direct, 15c a pound, two
pounds for 25c. Imperial Coefection-
ery, 331 Broadway, near Fourth
street.
—The Ladles' society of the B. of
L. F. & E. will entertain with a prize
social in honor of St. Patrick, Satur-
day, March 16, from 7:10 until 11
o'clock, at their hall, Twelfth and
Broadway.
Flower Carnival Tickets Go Out To-
morrow.
The tickets for the Flower Car-
nival will be at the Eagle hall to-
morrow, all day, for distribution
among the children, and the commit-
tee in charge has offered a prize of
/5 in gold to the child selling the
greatest number of tickets.
All-the mothers of the children SPECIALS
taking part in the snow ball dance
of the Flower Carnival are requested
to be at the Inagier hall tomorrow
morning between 11 and 12 o'clock
to examine a costume that will be on
exhibition at that time.
Three weeks from toddy the Flow
er`Carnival sill take palate, and the
rehearsals grow most important. Ev-
ery child taking part is urged to be
present tomorrow at the usual re-
hearsal bour at the Eagles' halt. Sat-
urdey, the 23rd, the rehearsal will
begin at the Kentucky theater, so the
dancers may become used to the
stage. Those who have witnessed
the rehearsals are very enthusiastic
over the grace and beauty of the dif-
ferent dancers and the enthusiasm
evidenced .by those taking part.
1111111/411611 masa
PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
111,4 dr"r
Birthday Dinner Party.
Miss Helen Powell was the hostess
at a pretty dinner party last evening
at her home on Founts-1n Avenue, in
celebration of her seventeenth birth-
day. The color-scheme was green and
yellow. Covers were laid for eight
and included: Misses Helen Hills,
Mary Cave, Lillian Robson, Helen
Powell, Messrs. Milton Wallersteln,
Henry Henneberger, Will Henneber.
ger, Tom Coburne.
.111P. wirwaiNgpsol..4.11.
Kalosophic Club.
The' Kalosophic clue) met this
morning with Miss Kathleen White-
field, Kentucky Avenue and Seventh
street. "Current Topics" was pre-
sented by Miss Lillie Mae Winstead.
"The Drama of Schiller and Mary
Stuart" was discussed by Miss Annie
May Yeiser. "Goethe—Life—Origin
of the Faust Legend—Analysis and
Ethical Teaching of Faust" was giv-
en by Mrs. Vernon Blythe. "Faust"
was then 'discussed by the club, dif-
ferent girls taking an act.
Officer Johnson, who accidentally
shot himself in the foot while 'hurry-
ing to answer a call, is able to sit
up, but will be confined to his house
i.several weeks- film ens injury.
Mrs. Anna C rnhill shows no
signs of improvement at Los Angeles,
where abe went for her health.
Mr. Clikrles Smith, of Mechanics-
burg, who was injured in a runaway,
is Improving.
Mrl August Franke is Ill at his
home.
Hon. Mike Oliver and his steno-
grapher, Miss Ruth Harper, returned
yesterday from Benton.
Hon. Bud Reeves, of Wickliffe, is
In the city on business.
Mr. James E. Wilhelm has return-
ed from Shelbyville, where he attend-
ed the meeting of the directors of
the Masonic Home.
Cc& John Theobard has returned
-Hot Springs, Ark.
Judge Joseph E. Robbins, of May-
field was here yesterday.
Mr. Newt. Broadway, the '11110tYPe
Post Hole Augur Company.
Machinery for the Driakell Pest-
hole Augur company has been order-
ed, and Messrs. Ed Clark and H. R.
Lindsey, the managers of the com-
pany, will locate the plant at Stith
and Trimble 'streets. It will be eev
eral weeks before the plant is in op-
eration.
Glass Plant Progress.
Mr. Harry M. Finley, proprietor
of the .Mecharilcsburg glass plant
now in course of construction, is In
the city with a eorps of experts, su-
perintending the Installation of ten
carloads of material, which arrived
yesterday.
BIEDERMAN'S
Oranges per doz 15c
Fig Bars per lb 15c
Boston Brown Bread per loaf 10c
Puffed Rice Cake, something very
fine, per M 25c
Molasses Brittles, something new
in a rake 1.1-doz. for  10c
Coccranut Cake per lb 20c
Mestizo two packages for  25c
Pettijohn's Breakfast Food per
package   15c
Old Fashion Oat Meal, per lb 05c
Quaker yellow or white, Meal,ps
per lb 10c
Barley, per lb 05c
White Fawn Flour 'today per bag.70c
Good Straight Flour 60c
Spaghetti or Maccaroni two pack-
ages for  15c
Cereline Flakes per peckage
Hog Jowls, the finest and sweet- -
est to he gotten, you have to
try them to appreciate them.
Thistle Peas go today two for 25c
Don't forget your lawns and our
Lawn Grass Seed is especially
d in one pound cartons
per package 25c & 35c
PotOrna Coffee, our regular 25c
brand goes today at 20c
Don't forget to ask for a pound
of this Coffee It rs a nice Coffee.
Shelled Nuts, fresh and nice.
Now for the Chickens-- Chicken
Food today per M Ole
Wheat for Chickens per lb 02e
(Thick Food, a fine mixture for
young Chickens, per fb....2 1-2c
Cracked Shells for Chickens for
scratch food, per lb Olc
Don't Be a Rainbow Chaser!
"How did you got your bag of gold, my fri•nri?V-10 essoithriesetesterenriterwerpelelegieee-
al did not chine* it at the roinbobs'• •ncl;
No, air—it came through constant ADVERTIAINO.
Illuoetas will b• • dream, • bunch of vapor,
Unties' you patronize your local papitr."
The price of a want ad. is coo cent a word for one insertion and two
emits a word for three inieets, sash to accompany the order,
operator, weat to Lexington this
morning to take a position on the
Leader.
Mr. J. A. Hamlet and niece, Miss
Brolle, of Fuiton, are sleeting here.
Miss Beatrice Griffith has gone to
Hopkinsville, where her mother Is
,Mrs. T. W. Wooten, of Hopkina-
etre, end- Dr. C. L. Cunningham, of
Princeton, are visiting Mrs. B.
Holland, of West Broadway.
I Mr. Paul Barnes has returned from
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
E. Barnes, of Water Val.leY.
I Mrs. M. L. Bryan leaves tomorrowfor Jackson. Tenn., to visit her hus-
band, who is at work there.
Mrs. Louise Maxwell, vino has
been spending the winter in Eddy-
vine, .with Mrs. George Catlett, at
Mineral Mounds Farm, is the guest
this week of Mrs. John L. Webb and
Miss Anna Webb, at the Smith Flats
on South Fifth Street.
H. H. Loving and Attorney W. V.
Eaton went to Chicago last night on
legal business.
Little Miss Mamie Stevens, of
Parts, is visiting her grandmother,
Mr. M. D. Williams.
Mrs. William Deal and father, A.
0. Schuler, will arrive today from
Pine Bluff, Ark., to join Professor
Deal, who has organized an orchestra
here.
Mr. and Mrs. Baldridge, of Broad
4treet, are the paidistas of a gm
baby, born last night. •
Mr. H. B. Cosby, secretary to Sen-
ator McCreary, le visiting his brother,
Mr. F. G. Cosby, of Glennwood.
JACKSON GOES DRY.
Liquor Men and Anti-Saloon League
In Wrangle.
Jackson, Tenn., March 15.— fhe
election to abolish the saloons of
Jackson, participated in by the reg-
istered white voters, resulted 934
dry to 3 wet.
The heaviest registered vote the
city has cast was in the mayoralty
race last June, 1,546 whites and col-
ored. The entire-vote of the city and-
sFifteenth distrietAast-November for
the legislative ticket was about 900.
It is now up to the representatives
in the legislature from this county
to present a bill to the legislature
asking that the charter be abolished,
so that the city can reincorporate
under the Pendleton bill, extending
the Adams law. It is stated that the
actual registered vote is less than
1,700, including negroes.
The liquor people claim the total
white legal representation to be 2,-
134 foe. tne four wards oif the city,
and claim that as the dry people re-
ceived only 934 votes they are short
of half of the registered voters by
233 votes and claim that Jackson
must remain wet as results show, ac-
cording to the temperance people's
own conteetion.
After eliminating the
the dead, of those who have remov-
ed from the city and the duplicate
registrations, the Antl-Saloon league
announces that the white registered
vote is approximately 1,500.
names of
MARRIED IN METROPOLIS
IN SPITE OF OBJECTIONS
John Keating and Miss Anna C.
Coombs, of Indianapolis, applied at
the county court house this morning
for a license to marry, but following
the instructions contained in the
telegram received from the girl's
mother Wednesday, they were refus-
ed a license. City Clerk Henry. Bailey
received the telegram Wednesday.
The young couple went to Metropo-
lis on the Cowling and were married
by 'Squire Thomas Liggett. They
said they were from Paducah.
Farm of 30 Acres: for Sale.
Situated near Maxon MIII, Ky., In
sight of Metropolis, Ill, and having
frontatio:*of 60 rods on public road.
The greater part of this land is very
fertile; 20 acres now in timothy and
clover, ten acres in stalk. Soil sandy
loam. Produced 35 bushels corn to
acre last year. This must be sold
quick and for that reason a price of
$25 per acre is made, subject to ac-
ceptance within the present month.
Telephone 127 Or call at office. H.
C. Hollins, Real Estate and Rentals,
Truelleart Building.
Notice.
I have opened a harness shop on
the second floor of the Padunesh
dlery company's old stand and woe
he plbeaeed to have all my friends ea
and see me.
All new ,work made to order. Re-
pairing promptly attended to. First-
class work guaranteed.
JOHN BIRTH,
Former Foreman Paducah Sail.
diary Co.
WM. (MANN'S
MILLINERY OPENING
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY.
The he.ndrome trimnied hat will be
given away Saturday evening. March
1040- You evW4Erieted eteie ----
Police Num
Police' court was not long
Morning but a variety of crimes
were up for trial. Jim Bulger, a sa-
loonkeeper, of Mechanicsburg, under-
took to reform his wife from what he
considers the error of her ways, by
giving her an old-fashioned husband-
ly -whipping. The punishment was
given at Flora Woods'house on Jones
street, between Seventh and Eighth
streets. Officers Gray and Dugan ar-
rested Bulger and wheu his case was
presented in police court this morn-
ing, it was continued on account of
a lack of witnesses until March 18.
The captain of one of the towboats
ithought so much of two of his deck-
hands that he came down to police
court this morning and Cpaid off a
,fine of $5 and costs each, against
!George Massey and Joe Riley. They
had engaged in a profanity match,
which was unpleasant to the general
public.
The defense of his assailed virtue,
cost James Kilgore one cent In po-
lice court this morning. He knocked
down Pete Ross, colored, last night
for using insulting language toward
him. Ross hurled one of the largest
assortments of "cuss" words at Kil-
gore, the' police ever heard, and was
fined $20 and full costs. Kilgore was
talking with the naval recruiting of-
ficer when Ross butted in.
Thad Halstead was arrested in
Fisherville last night by Patrolman
Hurley for carrying concealed a dead-
ly weapon. He was found to be only
15 years old and was transferred to
the juvenile court.
Roy Thompson was fined $1 and
costs for drunkenness in police
court. Mattie McCann, an old Offend-
er and a white woman, was fined $1
and costs also for drunkenness. heels
Roden for abusing a colored woman
was continued to March 16. A war-
rant was issued this morning_for_
Eindrick, colored.___for_etriking—his
step-daughter with a chair. Helives
on Eleventh street between flusbands
and Caldwell streets
Don't permit your houses' l411 re-
main vacant. See 1110111tot. We have
the correct system for keeping them
routed, vi. (. 11111111no, Trweheart
Rending, Telephone 127,
ENGLERT 4
BRYANT'S
SPECIALS....
Our Famous White Dove Flour
per sack 70e
The Lone Star Fancy Patent
Flour   65c
7 lbs Navy Beans for 25c
7 bars Octagon Soap for 25c
3 cans High-grade Corn for  25c
3 cans 3 tbHomlny for 21c
Extra Fancy Bananas -per doz.12 1-2c
2 doz. Nave: Oranges for 25c
Campbell's Salad Dressing 05c
4 Pkgs. Seeded Raisins for  25c
2 cans Little Fellow Peas for  25c
2 cans Lotus Telephone Peas for 25c
2 cans Lotus Sweet Wrinkle Peas.25c
Van Camps Beets, per can  10c
3 1 lb cans Hi-Lo Baking Powder
for 25c
3 Pkgs. Virginia Sweet Pan Cake
Flour 25c
3 boxes Searchlight Matches for 10c
Red Snapper Sauce, per bottle  25c
Red Snapper Reiish per bottle 25c
Fancy Lotus Squash per can 10e
6 rolls Toilet Paper for 25c
New Dill Pickieti per gal. 35e
Irish Potatoes per pk.   —15c
Sweet Potatoes per pk. 20c
3 bottles Catsup for 25c
2 packages Macaront-7-. 15c
3 Ms Cod Fish for .—....  25c
DON T expect to find I.1•11-LOW quality In anything
but a
LudloW Hat
The only resemblance 'twixt this
or that $3 hat and a LI I)LOW
is the price The governmenii
won't let IIN design special money
or else we wouldn't stand for a
single feature of comparison.
But that's the only point of re-
setnb'atioe that the LUDLOW
Shares
I.: . '11'/41Ca./71611:11479.1":144"4"/Illl'1
3•• 
:A:
1 
,
Am. ~MI
THE BEST THING
On Ice and Water
Hart is now ready to show the two
best lines of Refrigerators he has
ever brought on. Visit HART.
6E0.0. HART & SONS CO
mill10.111141,01111.4111111 ribmadhor
-WANT ADS.
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring
437 F. Levin.
CLOTHES Cleaned and repaired.
Jas. Duffy, Phone 956-a.
OVERSTREET, the painter. New
phone 1026, old phone 976.
FOR RENT—Third floor over
Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
FOR SALE or rent—Two GirardeS
pianos. Address Mrs. Girardey, 123
North Seventh.
_
LOST--Gold-headed umbrella. Ini-
tials E. G. S. Reward for return to
Smith & ScOtt Tobacco factory.
FOR SALE—Furniture and bed-
ding for 5 rooms. Also lease on
house. Will trade for good horses.
Address H., cariteSuo.
FOR SALE—Buff Plymouth reel(
egg, 54) cents per dozen. John C.
Harris. Old phone 597 ring 5.
FOR SAE CHEAP—Work horse.
George Skelton 817 South Fifth.
Phone 2281.
WANTED—A good houseboat.
Must be in good condition. Address
R. R., the Sun.
WE WILL be at Jas. A. Glauber's
stable Saturday, March 16, to buy
horses and mules. C. H. Layne & Co.
FOR RENT--Front room *with or
without board, 421 South Sixth-. Old
phone 1949.
FOR SALE—High grade men's
sample shoes. Ben Klein under New
Richmond hotel.
SEND your clothes to' the Irstate
Ws—Preening club, 302% Broadway.
High & Browder, proprietors. Rots
phones 1507.
NOTICE—Parties wanting dirt to
fill lots Call office or see foreman in
charge of work, Twelfth and Broad-
way. Thomas; Bridges' Sons, contrac-
tor
FOSITION WANTED— By young
man age 23. Have had experience in
all kinds of clerical work. Can fur-
nish best of reference. Address /d,
care Sun.
FOR SALE-46 acre farm 3 miles
on Mayfield road. Six room house,
with good outbuildings. Address
Elizabeth. Metzler, Gen. Del., Padu-
cah, Ky,
LOST—Diamond and pearl brooch
on street between Fifth and Broad-
way and 815 Jefferson street. Finder
return to Loeb & Bloom's office, on
N. Second- street, and receive_liberal
reward.
OPEN SHOP plumbers and steam-
fitters. Steady work $4.50, eight
hours a day. Saturday half-holiday.
Year's contract to A-1 men. Refer-
ences required. Transportation guar-
anteed. Master Plumbers' Ass'n, 516
Bee-Bldg., Omaha, Neb.
FOR RENT-10-room snbttrbaa
residence in Arcadia, either with
garden or with 70-acre farm. Six
blocks from car title. Apply to L. D.
Sanders. Phone 765. Office 313
South Sixth street.
FOR SALE— Just finished house
of four rooms reception hall. Front
and back porch. Water in kitchen,
Half block from car line. On 40 foot
WANTED—$3,000 On real estate lot. Small cash payment, balance on
In Paducah. Address L. A. B., P. 0. monthly Installments. L. D. Sanders,Box, 673, City. President McCracken Real Estate
and Mortgage Co., Office 318 South
Sixth street. Phone 765.
- OF INTEREST to parties with
money--If you have any difficulty In
placing your surplus funds., write or
call on me, as I have a number of
applications for money in sums
from $300.00 and up with real estate
security, good Interest rates, close
Personal investigation, all communi-
cations strictly confidential. S. T.
Randle, Loans, Real FXtate and In-
surance, Room 3, 'American-Germ=
National Bank.
ONE nice front room furnishe-d for
rent. Bath and all modern conveni-
ences. Apply 918 Broadway.
FOR SALE—Four room house, lot
40x165 feet, on South Fourth near
Tennessee street, Liberal terms. S.
A. HIll. telephone 964.
FOR SAGE—Three head good
work horses and one mare In fold by
Patchmore. Apply to Johnson-Den-
ker Coal Co., 1e4th and Tennessee,
GENERAL repair shop or clocks,
umbrellas. etc. Starr & Bell, Ninth
and Trimble. New phone 1110. Give
us a call.
LOST—Lady's watch some when
between Clark and Tentiessee streets
on Ninth. Return to The Sun for re-
ward.
FOR SALE-3,00'O fruit trees.
Several varieties of apple, peaclepear
and cherry. Albert Sherron Nursery-
man, Paducah, Ky., Route 2. Phone
836, ring 4.
FOR RENT --Two briek store
houses, Eleventh and Broadway, one
two-story brick bilainese bonne.
Phi rteenth and Clay. Paducah Brew- Subscribe for The 8
leg company.
For Sale.
Farm near Guthrie, Ky., fine to-
haeco producer. seven tobacco barns,
eight tenant houses, four acres or-
chard, eighty acres timber. New II
room house with large cellar, finished
with best material and having every
choonnvee.nicAnebico 
 sit risen liust' 
tc:uniiintnry
in
1906. Price on Whole $21,200 or
%%ill divide to suit purchase'. H. C.
Ifollins, Trucheart
FOR SALE—We terve a Itar
6 halide high, -about 8 years oh*,
safe and broke. Good horse for
.e.-41e14;otkv5P-tvwerra—
were On.
CUT FLO tft.
Choice. Carnations, per dos. .... 504
"c7 bftq.agesa4.1...1=41,Ols..se......lel-Cois - —
Oman Hyacinthe, white. per dos 54e
A c-holce lot of Azaleas In anyFOR R1UsN- Thp house 321 South rnlor, just beginning to bloom
Seventh street, one door north of Free delivery to any part of the
Dr. residence Poetueselon ^itY.
Both Phones 756.
given April lat. Apply at Rieder-
stio's ,
1'
SCRIIIMMI
lots poem 11111.
Embiem
country.
The price pf this cigar is no incii-
Cation of its great value.
The whole story about it is that
it's positively better than 5c straight
cigars marketed in the ordinary way,
and we sell it at 8 for a quarter.
COLLEGE
DAYS
Cigar, 6 for 25c
Thi unusual cigar is the product of
the National Cigar Stands' plan of
merehandising,whereby 2000 druggists
have united their cigar departments.
Exceptional values are only one of
the advantages any smoker can derive
from watching for the "National"
in drug - 'ore windows. Another, for instance, is uniform quality all over the
Wherever you go you will find your "National" favorite exactly as at home. .
The best cigars are now sold in the 2,000 Drug Stores having
the National Cigar Stands Emblem in the window.
W. B. McPHERSON, 335 Broadway.
F. E. DUNN, Seventh and Clay Streets.
J. D. BACON, Seventh and Jackson Sts.
J. C. GILBERT, 1646 Meyers Street.
PETTITS RED CROSS PHARMACY, 12th and Trimble Sts.
JAMES P. SLEETH, 904 Broadway.
_
BRYAN 'I ILKS OF RAIL PROBES roads are put on an honest basis the
f more secure will the Investing pub-
Sees Reason Why Investors Refuse to Ik feel."
Lend Nioney to Roads.
Binghamton, N. Y., March Mar-
William J. Bryan, on nia arrival here
today, granted an interview teaching
on the Harriman and other Investi-
gations. He said:
"The most interesting phase of
the situation just now is the refusal
on the people to lend money freely -to
the ranroads. The railroad manag-
ers say this is drys to hostile legisla-
tion of sualcient severity to Impair
the real value of railroad securities,
where the railroads have been honest-
ly conducted on an honest capitaliza-
tion,
"If the investing public is alarm-
ed, it is because the railroad man-
agers in a vain efforrto terrorize the
legneatures have carried matters too
-tfar. if any other answer is needed
for the hesitancy on the part of
vestors, the investigations furni
for the inquiries have sh
what extent railroad s cks
been watered. The soo r the
A Hama*. digiattl.
— A-humane citizen of Richmond
End., Mr, U. D. WII:iams, 107 We
Main St.. says: "I appeal to all pea
sons with weak lungs to take Dr.
King's New Discovery, the only reme.
dy that has helped me and fully
comes up to the proprietor's recom-
mendation." It saves more lives th
all other throat and lung rem
put together. l'sed as cough
cure the world over. Cur
bronchitis, croup, wh
quinsy, hoarseness,
stops hemorrhag
builds them ii
druggists. ' and
bottle fr
lea
d cold
asthma,
ping cough,
and phthisic,
of the lungs ant
Guaranteed
$1.00.
at all
Trial
n'e Silence Foccites Superstitions.
Detroit Mich., March 15.— • The
i congregation- of Si, Mark's church;
It, Grand Rapids, Mich., was greatly al- mnsnoea ZilatiT3Ciruggista.
n to hated last Sunday during the memo-
have rial services for Mrs. Thomas Cgdrch, No Institution makes
•rail- who for 5e years was the churcii or- by labeling all others as secular.
ganist. w'heti the Organ over Ich
she presided for so long ref ed 'to
give forth' Althciu Director
Warner thecl in every v known to
him to get the orga to give Its mu-
sic, it did not r •end to his touch.
When the tar congregation realiz-
ed what the •tilde was it was great-
ly trios- an rainy of the supersti-
tious • !eyed that the actions of the'
or , which had never before hin-
t() respond, was controlled by the
spirit of the 'dead organist and that
she was opposed to the memorial
Services. The remainder of the must-
e.al arrangements .for the service
was conducted withont the accom-
paniment of the organ.
HARRIMAN TALKS
ABOUT RAILROADS
Takes Newspapers Tate His
Confidence Once More
Direct Reasesang and Figures Show
Just What Present Agitation
Means.
SOLUTION ILW CAR SHORTAGE.
W Yor1, Wart LZi See' ond the
slightest doubt inner Weil street be-
lieves a check to general business has
resulted from the railroad situation,
end that this check will grow more
apparent. The activity of state leg-
iniaturee has aroused thoroughly the
Lange rillroad interests of the coun-
try. The cost of borrowing money
has been increased and there .will be
a marked reduction in expenditures.
In an interview given by E. H. Har-
riman to the Tribune correspondent
On certain features of the railroad
situation he said that two kinds of
courage are needed In developing and
directing the affairs of a great rail-
road BY tarn., , One is to make large
l expenditures when times are chill otaft
tho bueinese outlook poor, and thus
aecure labor, money and material. at
low cote.
The other kind of courage, at
is to be able to deseontinu he ex-
penditure of funds and e making
of improvements wit'' -business is
good, money dear, a4 Labor high.
This kind of cot ge, he said, would
onabbe•the road by waiting two
or three y to make improvements
at a r (lion of 20 per eerie In the
ost :abor,.,mouey and materials.
H considered such a saving a good
n-ofit for shareholders.
A WADY
Should be sunshine in the borne, abd
will be if you give it White's Cream
Verrnleitge, the greatest worm medi-
cine- ewer ofrerefi td sufferlirumanity.
This remedy DI becoming ''sperrrist-
Tient fixture of, welbregulated house-
holds. A tridt Weir with children can't
get along patleatile• seaborne of White's
Cream Vern:Wyse in the house. It Is
the purees- it I: trtnbt medicine that
ltse:f sacred
—Tou Have Heard No Outcry
About the Impurities of Beer
With all the hue and cry abot4 rhgticri.
purities in foods and mediCines and
liquors no one has found anything that
suggested imfiurity in the good) _beers.
There is nothing. Belvedere coniplies
with all requirements of the pure food
laws of the U. S. A. and of the state of
Kentucky. It's a liquid food.
All the Time Drink Belve-
dere, the Paducah Beer
The Paducah Brewery Co.
Phone 408
What Railway Economy Moans.
When Mr. Harriman was subse-
quently asked what would be the
effect on general business of the
withdravattl -of the railroads from Me
Iron and.stee: markets, he replied: -
"I do not wish to answer that
question. I !save been asked it be-
fore."
"Would a check to business be the
worst thing that could happen?"
"It might peat he au tearnixed evil,"
Mr. Harriman said. "The ,railroads
now have more busioess than they
Fan handle. A slowing up would
mean the curtment.of expenditures,
an' increalie it ce itiriii-us k̀Cif -the
roads. It walid mean also a les-
sened demand for labor and a re-
dheed demand for money. These in
Consequence would become cheaper.
. Effect oi Dear Money. ,
.i "t.et me illatstrate the effect of a
ItIgh charge or money. Within the
lion year the rlite of Interest on morn-
e loan has 'ins-reaped 50 per cent.
likaloubtadly tire New Haven road
ebUld have borrowed money a yerar
lige at 4 per cent. It is now obliged
to Pay 5 per cent. In this ease there
ld an increase. of 35 'per cent. Get
deer in Your mind the effect of this.
ti the New Haven road has $4,'100,-
1400 to spend for the hire of money
'it wou:d be able to borrow $100.0100.-
14?010 at 4 pet. cent, at tr, per cent its
44.000.004 would pay interest on
I -
tt!5:flu$84"t"i'lt*Ivass°. only $4 .00 0 .000rWifh whkt 4..21, pay Interest—we cantee that Instead of the New Haven'road having 11,00,40800•00 to sliend
for Improvements and for labor, It
is-0'0d have but $80''0'),0O0 to
spend. Take the roads throughout
the country reducing expendituree
$ '20 ,0-00,000 here, $ 10,0404.410e there.
-fad so forth, anal it soon runs into a
lurtalltnent of eatiti-Ireds -4-af melon's
,f dollars.
tri.• -
---: .
Must Cut Cost of Labor.
' "There 'art. three thing.: entering
into railread expemiltures -the hire
ef money, the co si of material, which
lb largeiy the hire of labor, for it Is
Nor that produces the materials,
dad the hire ot labor. , if more must
he paid for the hire *f money then
the-e must be a reduction in the
amount paid for the cost Of material
Or the hire of labor.
"There Is so murh money to he
Spent and the :nereaaed cost of one
*ern means the decrease In the other
Iwo. The railroads muet hod not
earnings, and. aa I have tried to make
plain, the total .costs are bound to be
distributed. -----
"A cheek to busliaess lc of eciurse,
hetter than !It full stop." Mr. Harri-
man added, "hut what *Cold he ap-
Plicate* to a ful stop will be meas-
urably true or a stow up,"
Railroad Estensiton Checked.
One of Mr. Harriman's Mends did
Dot beeltia.te to guy that there would
be no more new undertakings by the
rsi:rosds. They have arranged for
certain loans and these funde will be
used for elle strictly necessary boat-
Item; of the cotnnanins. There will
tee no extetierfone or now construction
thtz than slia.kl_ Argagad
."file sloe 6,0,- , Was 1111
$ad)' tell, 11114 tisst 0$020 Is boural
tdell
51101
inn .a.
anderine
GROWS HAIR
AND WE CAN
The great efficiency and reliability of Danderine as a hair grower and scalp regenerator have won the confidence and
patronage of millions and millions of people throughout the United States. It has attained a larger sale and is more generally
used than any other article—toilet or medicinal—that has ever been sold or handled by the Drug trade in this country.
DA NDEKI E makes the scalp healthy and fertile and keeps it so. It is the greatest scalp fertilizer and therefore the
greatest hair-producing remissly the world has ever known. It is a natural food and a wholesome medicine for both the heir
and scalp. Even a Site bottle of it will put more genuine life in your hair than a canoe of any other hair tonic
ever made. It shuvrs results from the very start,
NOW at all druggists in THREE SIZES, 25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
FREE
To show how quickly Danderine acts we will senti a large SAM-
pie free by return mail to anyone who sends this advertisement
to the Knowlton Danderine Co., Chicago, with their name
and address and ten cents in silver or stamps to pay postage.
to follow a shrinkage in the making -a sciatica _of_ the national -problem
of contracts in all !Ines. lhe said:
It car. be ietated authoritatively that "WO' a-ant tlit Sherman anti-trust
inner -v?, nOttet` considers the law repealed so far as it ta
Pe`riod ot TTP or,-4SAI:14 Atigei:43 and en "the railroads. I be lieve it was not In-
. , telnies.
soladation to be over for an indefinite tendAd that its ',revisit:mi. should em-
period. There is beginning to be a
thorough appreciation here of the
a:most uncontrollable legislation of
thp stares in roclue.ng fares and
adopting restrictive measures.
; • .40oNts. Wtinfe
When Mr. Harriman was asked for
Bargains
Al! our dollar Corsets.. 69C
All 50e Corsets 3 9 C
Women's 25c Hosiery... 1 9C
Children's 20e Hosiery 11 C
$1.00 Silks... — 6 9 C
Men's .50c Overalls . ..... 39C
'Men's 15c Collars :icor 25C
-Men's $:1 50 Shoes__ $2.48
lien's El Shirts 75C
Everything sold under
the regular price at
411111W
The
Bargain
Store
-za 4 Elor~ttivvet
br.ac.s the railroads. It was so as-
serted at the time the meaaare was
undgr discussion prior to its . enact
meat. In the Transmissouri case
Dried 'under the Sherman anti-trust
law, it wa.• tinally held that ea wee-.
mews between rsiiiroads were in re-
straint of- trade. What the railroads
desire is that they be anowed to
maka agreements under the reguia-
Len and supervision- of the govern-
ment. Th:s would allow the rail-
roads to do an Interstate commerce
business.
"I! reasonable rates anti • agree-
menta, approved under the proper au-
thorities of the natioaa: government,
could be inaugurated, then legislation
by staees so far as it related to inter-
state traffic might become null and
void. ,We believe that if the nation-
a.: gcvernment should approve our
rates as neing reasonable, the action,
would be reflected in the state legis-
latures.
"It may be assumed thee renam-
ed/4e rates -would pot invite hoetnity.
Don't mieunderaband me. I do trot
wish the ra!hroads to be removed
from under stale authority.. There is
'
o desire to abolish state authority.
There is no desire to abolish state
boundaries. What we do want is au-
thority to legaLy handle trc.fric in a
way to effect the moat economy In
the cost of transportation. This be-
tag the position of the railroads, the
next question Is what will the pre-1-
dent do "
"Would you, in tire event of 2
sent fates becomnig general, favor a
raise in freght rates or a reduction
in dividends?" Mr. Harriman was
asked.
"Pr.abebly the first result would
be a reduction in passenger service,"
he replied. "This' braneh of the
business is not very profitable, but
the railroads must carry Passengers
(Continued on page seven.)
NOW OPEN!
5c
SHOW
The KOZY
Electric
Theater
Strictly ;nova.: and one of the most
instructive entertainmenta in exist-
ence. Pictures will be changed regu-
lary on Tuenlay, Thursday and Satin%
dsy. Parents need not hesitate at
rendin.g their children unattended, as
the manager, Mr. louts Farrell, will
give them his personal attention.
Now °peat at 417 Broadway, Two
Doors from Palmer House.
OPEN PROM 10 A. H. TO 11 P. M.
STItICTLY A 5-CENT SHOW.
School children admitted free between
4 mod 5 o'clock, Thursday and
Friday afternoon.
GUT. N. COLGATE AN DLOVIS
FARRF.LT„ ott'NERFt.
Ask any dealer for
the oldest bottled in
bond whiskey he
has in stock and you
will get either
EARLY TIMES or
JACK  BEAM. It's
eight summers old.
4
•
'
•
ci
•
•
4
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4MMIWINWINS.
This essential feature
can be had only from a
baking powder of high
leavening quality and
perfect purity.
HI-LO answers every
requirement, and sells at
an honest price—a dime a
pound. Conforms with
all pure food laws,
State and National.
Protected in moist-
proof tier, Itneuring
strength and fresh-
DeSII.
From one of the big ranches in the
San Joaquin valley„ California, an el-
derly workman, not addicted to vaca-
tions, made a trip to San Francisco.
The postmaster on his return said to
hint: "Well, Sabers, how did you dike
the metropolis " "Wot say?" asked
the old nran. "How did you kike the
metropolis?" he repeated. •`Twan't
open."
Lost and Found.
Lost, between 9:30 p. m. yester-
day and noon today, a bilious attack.
with nausea and sick headache.
This loss was occasioned by finding
at a drug store a box of Dr. King't
New Life PilIs, the guaranteed cure
for biliousness, malaria and jaundice
All druggists. 25c.
Ireland, which was once a great
fruit producing country, is now a
buyer of fruit. It is the same with
butter, which in former tears was
produced in great purity and consid-
erable quantity in the Emerald Lee.
It now comes from Denmark and
Norway.
11011 I fiANrs 1
IDEAL
and
LE TREFLE
PERFUMES AND TOILET
WATERS.
Create that "well-bred"
atmoephere which is regarded
as so essential by ladies of re-
finement. The secret of their
wide poputarity lies in this
suggestion of "tone" which
they impart--not at an con-
spicuous but definite Just the
Nellie. Cheaper than the
cheap kind, too, for the odor
lingers for days and days—
even weeks.
Will J. Gilbert
4th and Broadway
We have secured ezclazive
agency for
Daggett Ramdall
Perfect
COLD CREAM
We have in stock the fol-
lowing sizes:
Sample tubes —10e
barge tnbse _2c
2 oz. jars
14 lb, jars
lh. jars
I lb. jars  $1.50
8amP1P 1.„11,4 .1""k1.14.—
McPHERS ON'S
Drug Store.
 9
- I
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Masquerader
By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON.
Autttor or "This C.Irtelt."' Etc.
Copyright. 1904. by Harper 10 alreth•rs
,, — . ssessomoseimeseed
(Contleaed frees Yesterday.)
Passing through the etithuslaetle con-
course of men, they cams 'unexpected-
ly upon Freels and Lady Sarah sur-
rouuded by' a- grotUs of friends. The
old statesman came forward Instantly
and. taking Loder's arm, walked with
hjrn te Chlifote's waiting. brougham.
Re field Ilttle all they slowly made
their way to carriage, but tbe pres-
sure of his angers was tense foul an
unwonted ealor showed In his face.
When Eye and Loder had taken their
seats, he stepped to the edge of the
curb. They were alone for the mo-
ment, aud, leaning close Co the car-
riage, he put his hand through the
open window. In silence he took Eve's
fingers and held them in a long. affec-
donate pressure; thee be released them
and took Loder's hand.
-Good night, t'hileote." he said. "You
have proved yourself worthy of her.
Good night." He turned quickly knd
rejoined his waiting trimole. In an-
other second the horses had wheeled
round, and Eve and Loder were car-
ried swiftly forward into the darkness.
In the great momenta of man's life
woman comes before—and after. Some
shadow of this truth was in Eve's
mind as she lay back in her seat, with
closed eyes and parted lips. It seemed
that life came to her new for the first
time—came in the gla& proud, satisfy-
ing tide of things accomplished. This
was her hour, aud the recognition of it
brought the blood to her face in a sud-
den happy rush. There bad been no
need to precipitate its coining; It had
been ordained team the first.
Whether she desired It or no, whether
she strove to draw it twitter or strove
to ward it off, Its coming had been in-
evitable. She. opened her eyes sudden-
ly and looked out into the darkness, the
iarkness throbbing with multittidee of
lives, all waiting, all desiring fulfill-
ment. She Wes no longer lodaely, no
longer -aloof. She was kin with all this
pitiful, admirable. singing, loving ha-
manIte. Again tears of pride end hap-
pinees filled her eyes. Then suddenly
the thing she had waited for came to
pass,
Loder leaned close to her. She was
conecious of his nearer presence, of his
strong, niseterful l)ersonality. With a
thrill that caught her breath she felt
his arm about her shoulder and heard
the sound of his voice.
"Eve," he said. "I love you. Do you
understand? I love you," and, drawing
her close to him, he bent and kissed
ber.
With Loder, to do was to do fully.
When he gave, he gave generously;
a-hen he swept aside a barrier, he left
no stooe standing. He had been slow
to recogniee his capacities, slower still
to recognize his feelings. But now that
the knowledge came he received it
openly. In this matter of newly com-
prehended love he gave no thought to
either past or future. That they loved
and were alone was nil be knew or
fmestioned. She was as much Eve—
the one woman—as though they were
together In the primeval garden, and in
thnt spirit he claimed her.
He neither spoke nor behaved ex-
travagantly in that great moment of
comprehension. He acted quietly, with
the completeness of purpose that he
gave to everything. He had found a
new capacity within himself. and he
was strong enough to dread DO weak-
ness in displaying it
Holding her close to him, be repeated
his declaration attain and aria, as
tbdaugb repetittpts ratified it. He found
no need to question her feeling for him
-he had divined It In a Bash *or Meters-
lion as she diteod wattles in the door-
way of the gallery, but nip own stir-
render was a different matter.
As the carriage usased.ayouud the cor-
tier of Whitehall and dipped into the
"Zee," he sued, "l hire
trafile of Piccadilly he bent down again
until her soft hair brushed his face, rind
the warm personal contact, the slight,
fresh smell of violets so auggestive of
her presence, stirred him afregh.
---eillse.e—iweelati-vvehezaltatly, estsekyet•
understand? Do ymi hither that I hive
loved you alitiFx-- Ittotn the veil
first?' AC he said it he Bleat still
nearer, Milling her lips, her forehead
hot WO.
At the tame mutheht .tlis herds.
.incketied end then 0(.11*(1, at
rested by one of the temporary blocks
that so often occur in the trafile of Pic-
cadilly circus.-
Loder. nreneennied by his own feel-
ings, scarcely noticed the halt but Eve
drew away from him, laughing.
"You mustn't," she said softly.
"Look!"
he carriage had stopped beside one
of the small islands that intersect the
place. A -group of pedestrians were
crowded upon It, under the light of
the electric lamp--wayfarers who, like
themselves, were awaiting a passage.
Loder took a cursory glance at theen,
then turned back to Eve.
"WbAt are they, after all, but men -
and women?" he said. , "They'd under-
stands-every One of them." Be laugh-
ed In his turn. Neveftheless he with-
drew his arm. Her feminine thought
for conventionalities appealed to him,
It was an aeknowledgment of depend-
ency. f •
For awhile tticosai silent, the light
of the street lamp lokering through
the glades of the wIridens the hum of
tutees and truffle cowing to them in a
tontinuous rise and fall of sound. At
trat the position was leteresting, hut
as the seconds followed each other it
became irksome. Loder, Watching tbe
varying expressions of Eve's face,
grew impatient of the delay, grew and-
deniy eager to be alone again in the
fragrant darkness.
Impelled by the desire, he leaned
forward and opened' the window.
"Let's find the meaning Of this," he
said. "Is there nobody to regulate the
traffic?' As he spoke be half rose and
leaned out of the window. There was
a touch of imperious annoyance lu his
manner. Fresh from the realization
of power, there was something -irk-
some in thte commonplace check to his
desires. -
"Isn't it possible to get oat of this?"
Eve heard him call to the coachman.
Then stiti heard no more.
He had leaned out of the carriage
with the intention of looking onward
toward the cause or the delay. In-
stead, by that magnetic attraction that
undoubtedly exists, he looked directly
in front of him at the group of people
waiting on the little island—at one
man who leaned against the lamp. post
In an attitude of apathy—a man with
a pallid, unshaven face and Insterless
eyes, who wore a cap drawn low over
his forehead.
He looked at this mars and the man
saw and returned his glance. For a
space that seemed interminable they
held each other's eyes; then very slow-
!y Loder drew back Into the carriage.
As be dropped into his seat Eve
glanced at him anxictus1S-
"John." she said, 1114040411/4/g hap-
pened? You look 111.°C...)
He turned to her and tried to smile.
"It's nothing," be said. 'Nothing to
worry about." He spoke quickly, but
his voice had suddenly become flat.
All the command, all the domination,
had dropped away from it
Eve bent close to him, her face light-
ing up with anxious tenderness. "It
was tbe excitement," she said, "the
strain of tonight."
He looked at her, but he made no
Attempt to press the fingers that clasp-
ed his own.
"Yes," he said slowly. "tea. It was
the excitement of tonight—and the re-
action."
(To be Onsausted.)
The Touch That Heals.
Is the touch of Bucklen's Arnica
Salve. It's the happiest combina-
tion of Arnica flowers and healtgg
balsams ever, compounded. No mat-
ter how old the sore Or ulcer Is, this
Salve will cure it. For burns, scalds,
cuts., wounds or piles, it's #n abso-
lute curb. Guaranteed by all drug-
gists. 2 lir.
Aceerdinig to late figure* the tete'
riumber of industriel workers in Bel-
gium fas 1,3,65,000, ,of which 2104,-
004 4', CT(' women.
Cut Prices In Dental Work Until
April 1st,
Gold Shell Crowns $8.50
Gold Fillings $1.00 up
Silver Fillings 75e
Partial Plates  6 • • • • • .15.00
AU work guaranteed 
Cut Ude coupon out and bring
I with roll. It is worth $1.00.
Each person is limited to one
coupon for each job of plate or
bridge work only. Until atter•
Or. King Brooks
DIONTINT.
and blooding.
HARRIMAN TALKS I TIRED AND SO
ABOUT RAILROADS YET MINT WORK
(continued From Page Six.)
In order to have people along thettr
lines to develop business. One treino
however, could be run where two mil
now run. There might be other ways
of reducing expense., but it might
also follow that dividends would
have to be reduced.
• Explains Strict Pierchaecs.
"You have said that it the railroads
had been enabled to enter into agree-
ments there wou:d have been no con-
solidations. Were your purchases of
the stock of other railroad compein-
les made for the pursose of enabaitig
Yon to arrange traffic distribution?"
"Oral:Hy so."
"If It shoukl be held that the
Union, Pacific could not legally hold
the stock of the Southern Pacific,
would not the interpurctase of
stimociklasrloy a tedf the astern railroads be
"I can say nothing about what the
eastern railroads have done. I w1:1
aay, however, that in the case of the
Union and Southern Pacific we have
no fear," Mr. Harriman answered.
Itoads to Blame for Outcry.
"The agitation for these lower
fares is a result of a mistaken policy
on the part of railroad managemente
in the past," Mr. Harriman, con-
tinued, "We have been so busy con-
structing and reconstructing lines
with a view of improved service and
better returns to shareholders that
we neglected the important matter
of the relation between the railroads
and the public as relating to senti-
ment and legislation. The railroads
left to lawyers azid subordinates their
dealing with legislatures. They and
the people were not taken into full
and free confidence—a policy which
must be changed. The relations be-
tween the roads and the people in
their general welfare are not under-
stood. I am insiethre tirat there be
co-operation for the mutual good.
"I would like to go out among the
people and explain the necessity for
co-operation between the railroads,
the people and the government, but
I am a little too old to begin a cam-
paign et that kind."
Raters and Competition,
Concerning the effect of rate re-
ductions on competition, Mr Harri-
man said:
"One road which naligtqr have the
good fortu-ne to be able to, suffer lees
from a reduction than am:Aker would
soon have an ad'Santage over ite com-
petitor. Every local point on a rail-
road is in competition with every
other local point on another railroad
In oontiguoirs territory. V one were
able to give better service bemuse of
better earnings, soon the local eta-
Cons oq the other road would 'dry
up.' The superior facilities of the
one would attract business from the
other. Boeides, you cannot lower the
rates in one territory without affect-
ing the general situation -in another.
"It Will be time to talk of 2 cent
fares when the population hats Inc
creased to such an extent that the
gross business will want more Ire--
quent service and better filled oars.
When our railroads approach to the
trolley car service, when the in:
kreased population will provide
?enough passengers so that net earn-
ings will not be affected by a reduc-
tion in the fares, then these rector-
lions wilt follow. There was a time
with the Illinois Central when the
fare was cents a mile. It was will-
glY Paid for the service rendered.
en when the population grew CO
at we could carry forty passenger
n a car Instead of half a dozen, the
rate came down.
Expansion Must Go 4)n.
"The roads must be in a position
to earn muMelent money to continue
expansion to meet the needs of the
territory served. There may be a
failing off of business for a year or
two, but at the end of ten years traf-
fic will be as much greater than it Is
now, as it is now as compared with
ten years ago.
"The roads muse be permitted to
be In a position to invite the coun-
t:Ice a capital in order that -moneyy , be filrnlehed for the necessary
enlargements. Tho eondAtion of agita-
tion such es now obtains will render
It impoesitis to Meet the growing
needs of the country. The raehagers
of the raihroade will not heve the
courage to go forward, They can do
nothing but sit. still."
Explains Attack on
"My statemetts before the inter-
state conthiteree commission were
made under oath. i didn't recall any-
body else talking %bout the matter
under oath. I assumed a serious re-
sfRftelbility when I made the state-
ments I did concerning the actions
of MT. Fish.
...44.1.-isaseset,hies.isseansi ebbs"
board of directors CAIII0 here to .m
Vote. Mille I wig Ill In bed and in-
sisted Wet I make a statement et
the fade lithe matter cama..un be-
fore Obi Tits *WNW
thetbselves had in tnhbd th. Isellattee
"Mao may work from sun to elm
bat Woman's work hi never gone,"
In order to keeps the home neat
Pretty, the children well dressed
tidy., women oierdo end often
suffer in ailenoe, drifting along from
bad to worse, hnoviing well that
they aught to have help to overcome
rairkthe paeiiivoue liuonct aerdtu.hes whit* doily
it is ki these women that Lydia
Piakttam's Vegetable Compeund,
mode from native roots and herbs,
oallities as a blessing. When the spir-
its are depressed, the head and back MRS. AUG. LYON
sakes, there are dragging-down pains, nervousness, sleeplessness. and
rebid:44ea to go anywhere, these are only symptoms which unless
heeded, are *eon followed by the worst torment Female Complainta.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
hetrPs the feminine erganisin ins strong and healthy conditioe. It cures
Intlammatioe, Ulceration, displacements, and organic troublea. In
preparing for child-birth and to carry women safely through the Change
of Dire it is most, efficient.
Mrs. Augustus Lyon, of Beet Earl, Pa, writes — Dear Mrs. Pink-
hant:—"For a long time I suffered from female troubles and had all kinds
of aches and pains in the lower part of back and sides, I could not
sleep and had no appetite. Since taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound and tollowl* the advice which you gaee me I feel, like a
new woman and I cannot praise your medicine too highly."
Mrs. Plekham's invitation to Women
Women aufferinfrorn any form of female weakness are invited to
wtte Mt e Pinkbarn, at Lynn, Mass. Out of her vast volume of ex-
peftenee she probably has the very knowledge that will help your
ease. Her advice is free and always helpful.
V
of a statement. My replies to the
comnstselon set forth what the direc-
tors tit!, long- deefred should; he made
publti_but which 1 had retrained
from illselosing."
- SirOw He haus his boat-ti.
The talk led tap to the opinion oh
taining generally that Mr. Harriman
Is a <Beta-tor in the boards of direc-
tors 4 which he Is the dominating
splrit.'::.
"Let me ,ay," he said "that the
:businges of our boards is not conduct-
ed as in most boards of directors. We
do not adopt a resolution and then "If one railroad should mike a
discueit it, consuming a largo amount proper demurrage charge, causing
of time. On the contrary we discerns
a thing to he done. Every one pre-
sents his views, and It is -absurd to
say that the men on these boards
have hot ideas of their own. But as
I say,. we discuss whether a thing
shall be done. Atter we have decided
that, the ihwyers are instructed, tor
draw up the proper regelution.
a subsequaut meetin.g the resolution
may be discuesed and adopted or
no L"
It is pain that whatever dictation
Me Harriman exercises In his hoards
of directors is the reseit of his care-
hit and consecutive thinking on the
-subject. He goes into a meeting
with the solution of the problem in
has mind. It is there because he has
devoted his undivided attention t,
It and reasoned it out. Other mem-
hero not so vitally interested rutty
have given the subject but oreasional
thought, knowifig that Me. Harriman
could be depended upon to do the
thorough and heavy thinking.
Secret of His tereeress,
Mr. Harriman does not 'disappoint
his directors in this eartieular and
as a kind of reward of industry, the
matter usually goes ble way. Out of
Harriman was
ure of success in your undestakings.
To what dominant trait in your char-
aeter do you ascribe this success?"
Mr. Harriman's answer was in-
stantly' given,
"To do anything I undertook to do
the best it•could be done. Perhaps
I should- not put it that way, but say
to do it the best I could do. Why,
some curiosity atr.
asked:
"You have achieved a large mess-
if you are going to he a preacher,
be the best preacher you can?
you are going to be anything, be
best yeu can."
Solution for t'ar Shortage
not
If
the
freight ears to be unloaded and re-
turned promptly toZthe railroads or
pay a penalty, then the business
would leave that road and go to a
competing- road a-hdch might be more
lenient," Mr. Harfffnan
"In consequence there would be a
roes to the business of the railroads
as well as to genera: business inter-
ests. If the rail-roads were permit-
ted to enter into agreements with
reference to demurrage and to en-
force theft alsreernents then all the
roads would act in a wayd to die
courage the holding of freight cars
as warehouses. Cars would be un-
loaded and returned for service to
the benefit of all shippers.
"In this connection the co-opera-
tion of the public would be invited
to increase the facilities for receiving
shipment,a. It would mean the build-
ing of warehouses for the reception of
freight instead of cars being held
for that purpose to the detriment of
shipping iaterests in general.
"In the city of Chicago there are
probably l'esa(10 or 15,000 cars stand-
ing in the yards. Every Nit- not un-
loaded Is switched about in the yards
and one oar may he moved a dozen
times and lift years be moved in order
to get the one wanted. This keeps
cars out of service, adds to the ex-
Isar 
A Residence Phone
For,Five Cents a Day
It will save you twice that much in car fire, not
counting your time and wasted energy. Talk it
over with the Contract Department—No. 650.
Do it today.
PADUCAH HOME TELEPHONE CO., Inc.
Business Phones $2.50 a month,
Residence Phones $1.50 a mouth.
The money saved, the worry
prevented, the increased
cleanliness of gas ought to
be sufficiept to induce any
woman to COOK WI Ill GAS.
- • -411FiEnskasssamalszkaitatinaUt.1.8,46-61,61.1agagartelgfg.....
nos MAIN.
Free
Catarrh
Cure
Bad Breath, scigawkise, Risgt.j I. the
Lora. Harking Conti' and Spilling
Iblitekly Cured.
-Paducah Light 4 Power Co.
tesaurreretted)
11111111s. 
Botanic Blood Balm
BBB
THE BEST BEOOD PURIFIER
AND TONIC
710251111121801131111l
THE REMEDY WHICH MBES CA-
TARRH 13V PI RIFLING THE
BLOOD AND KILLING
THE GERMS,
if you have catarrh take B. B. H.' it
Will drive out every bit of Catarrhal
Poison out of the system.
Don't neglect Catarrh: yet let It
make you Into a worn-opt, run-down
Catarrhal wreck
Reniember Catarrhjl more than a
ing trouble. its• dengerous one.
trifling ailment-7re than a disgust-
Unchecked. Cgitarrh too frequently
destroys srdell(taste and hearing, and
often opens the -way to Consumption.
Be warned In time. If you have Ca-
tarrh. alert to cure It NOW by taking
B. B. B. It cures through the blood by
purifying it and building up the broken
(Wein tissues.
Don't think It can't be cured because
you've tried to cure it and failed, al
B. B. B. cures where other remedies
fail.
DEAFNESS.
If you are gradually growing deaf or
are already deaf or hard of hearing,
try Botanic Blood Bairn (B. B. B.).
Most forms of deafness or partial deaf-
ness are caused by Catarrh, and in
curing Catarrh by B. B. B. thousands
have had their hearing restored.
Botaaile Blood Bahn IB. B. B.) la
 S nod safe to take. Thoroughly
trotted for 30 'earn. Composed of Pare
Botanic Ingredients. Strengthens weak
ptotnachs. cores Dyspepsia. Sample
IWnt free by writing Blood Balm Com-
pany. ttlaata. Ga. Sold by Druggists
$I per large bottle-or seat by rupees*.
Sold Is Paducah. Ky.. by K. W. Walker,
W. J. (ilbert, I.aag Bros. mad Aivey &
List,
pense of the railroads, and increases
the cost of transportation, which
must_ be borne by all interests. We
could supply all the cars needed if
they were' unloaded promptly and re-
turned."
•
The six-hundredth anniversary of
the invention of the table fork, which
was by King John IV., duke of Bre-
tague, to eat Fruit with In 1307, will
be celebrated in sundry parts of the
world. in Paris eeveral banquets
will be given in commemoration of
the event.
The heart easily is convinced by
the eloquence of living love.
Weigh II 4 Taking Dr, U. Dorals's
QUEEN'S ROOT CORDIAL
for the Nerves, Blood, Liver Stomach,
Skin, Lunge.
Old Phone 1775-11
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNGS
WITH Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR CONSUMPTION PriesOUGHS and 130e 4$ 00OLDS foes Tr 4.
.....---, 
Surest .-nd Quickest Cure for all .
THROAT and LUNG THOUS- •••
LES, or HONEY HAM li
DRAUGHON'S
--(hiampeested.)
PANIC'', 311-311 'mint PM IlUTlttf
Cy Oen/grain 15 stales posrrioNs Oaeared or monerit
ia 
glrUNDRD Also teach my
MAIL. Cata Will m Fitarine* you
Drumbeat's T IINST. Cull or mad for
tatalotrua,
RICIUSt13811113111thd.
List of new onbacribees added by
the Esata Tennessee Telephone (tome
pasty today:
1539---Nes, U. W., Res, 1010
WashIllirton
1180-11ouser, Wheeler, Res, 1016
South Fourth,
1630.--Marks, M , Res. 730 Jeffer-
son street.
911-5--Nall, J. W., residence,
Mayfield Road,
1920 Earnhart, Geo., residence,
520 South Sixth.
We hare In the eTlY over 5.000 IttiN-
verifiers or five times as many as Le
Independent company; outside the
city and within the county we have
63 Urn., as many subscribers as the
Independent company. Yet it will
place a telephone in your resident*
.14.the.tiasse rale tho detkinmed.11,PINARI'-
pany is supposed to charge, and pro-
vide In addition, long distance Neill-
14s which will enable you to reach
Wit !IN' &ian PeoPie frau Test
OW WI for tumor tatorimitlia.
S
e,
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----.'" 1J. D. ROCKEFELLER  /
IS BENEFACTOR
The New Store's Spring Cloth-
ing Display is Distinctive.
The Price Range is $10 to $40
Ourbri_eg Clothing is indeed most distinctive. —
Ton can tell one of our suits anywhere, for they,
embody features in ready-to-wear clothing that make
them stand out in marked contrast to ordinary
clothing.
Nothing but the best products of the master
tailors in the ready-to-wear trade find place in our
store—there is nothing here that should not be here
and nothing not here that should be.
No matter what price you want to pay for a suit;
no matter what pattern you may want—conservative,
nobby. “rakish"—the suit, the right snit, for any
man is here.
This is a big store, a store for every man, so
every man will find just what he wants.
Our price range is from $10 to f40, and you get
all the price will buy anywhere.
?V' -tir.
%#7/611
Exclusive Things in Shirts
At $1.00, $1 50 and $2.50.
The Shirt Department of the New Store has
'-blazed the viar_again and shown up the trailers.
Those things so molar ii, the east, the hellos, the
grays, the pastel shades in the novelties; the neat
stripe and checks, and conservative patterns some mei,
won't get away from are here, in plenty. They come
in plain and plaited bosoms in madras and linens, in
every pattern Ray taste can fancy.
We endeavor to supply every want of every man
in our lines. Measure us up and see if we
Shirt prices are from Si up. Note the window
display; from time to time. Something interesting
in them all the time.
1.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Young Illinois Senator Strikes
Colleagues l)nnib
Then Souse One Tells of $5.000.000
Concern Blocked By Szan...ara
—He Subsides
HIM POLITICAL HAltl-KAlti
Springfield, Ill., March lb.—Illi-
nois legislature grappled today with
the oil beef, Ice and salt trusts,with
the net result that prominent mem-
bers of the senate combine of legis-
lation stranglers were exposed as
champions of these extortionate cor-
porations.
The set-to took place this after-
noon before the senate judiciary
committee, which debated Jones' bill
prohibiting rate discriminations in
different sections of the state for the
purpose of killing competitors, after
which prices are raised to the great
injury of consumers.
I Tae astonishing feature of the dis-.r 
nasion was the championship of
' John D. Rockefeller by Senator W.
0. Potter, a youthful and beardless
lawyer from Marion, Williamson
county. Mr. Potter amazed his hear-
ers by a eulogy of the oil king.whom
be held as a saint and public bene-
factor.
Potter was at once informed by a
friend that he had ended his politi-
cal career, whereupon he tried in vain
to find cover by declaring that if the
bill were changed he would be for it,
Unfortunately for Potter, however, it
was at once shown that the amend-
ment he desired would leave the oil
trust free to kill competition by op-
erating pedding wagons disguised as
'Independent."
Depicts Rockefeller as a Martyr.
"I don't believe in so much refor-
mation," exclaimed Potter wehn Sen-
ator Jones anti an independent re-
finer bad explained the bill. "John D.
Rockefeller is all right and has been
much maligned. He is a pirblic bene-
factor, as shown by the fact that oil
Is being sold by the trust cheaper
than it was. We would all do the
same as Rockefeller If we had the
chance. If any concern can't stand
competition with the Standard Oil
company then let It get out of busi-
ness. John D. Rockefeller hasn't hurt
Illinois."
Mr. Potter pulled down his white
vest and resumed his seat, leaving
the committeemen gasping. His state-
ment that Illinois was not "hurt" by
the oil trust was at oace controvert-
ed by OtiSiSn C.aineron, representing
the Great Weast,ern Oil Refining Pipe
Line company, a down state anti-
trust concern, which wished to build
a $5 ono,noo refinery in Crawford
county. where 112,000 barrels of oil
are daily produced but was driven
out acing with other independent
concerns, but the oil trust.
Illinois Oil Fields, "Bottled Up."
"1111nota -oil fields, which have
sprung into prominence as producers
within Ike last two years," said Mr.
Cameron, "are bottled up and made
valueless except to the extent the
trust chooses. Unless Seim pale the
bill capital will not dare to take a
chance when local merchant, dareI
not handle the product. Millions' of
RETAINkiD )12 UMW:104M BEAD
Dr. E. J. Janie" Be-Fleeted ih-e.ideue
of State School at 1"rgaaa.
Urbane, I:1, March 14.-- Dr, E. .J.
James was re-elected president of the
University of Illinois today for a tern
of two years by the trustees at their
annual meeting. The new board of
trustees oresnisod as follows:
President If. Kerrkk, Bloom-
ington.
Secretary and reitieter'--W. L
hle real
State University, was selected to 1111
the newly created chair of asaiatant
professor of (eremite.
S. A. Bula.rd. of Springfield, the
retiring president, quit the board af-
ter a service of eighteen years
.4 nnotineement
We ha%ç.a complete list of deeirs.
estate and can furnish what
you want. If you do not And it le
oar adtertised offers, rail telephone
127. We have it. H. (. Hotline.
Reid
&ears of capital await investment
until assured refiners can be protect-
ed In the development of the oil
fleldi,n I. Illinois' duty to foster its
great oil fields."
Health in the Canal Zone.
The 'high wages paid make It a
mighty temptation to our young ar-
tisans to Join the force of skilled
workmen needed to construct the
Panama (lanai. Many are restrained
however by the fear of fevers and
malaria. It is the %flowing ones—
those who have used Electric Bitters,
who go there without this fear, we
knowing they are safe from malarl-
ous Influence with Electric Bitters
on hand. Cures blood poison too,
biliousness, weakness and all stem:
ach, liver and kidney troubles. Guar-
anteed by all druggists. 60c.
Clothing for the Poor.
Salvation ,1rmy officers make a
cell for bed clothes and women's and
children's clothing for the poor peo-
ple, who have appealed to them. BY
railing home phone 1229 or dropping
it postal' card for box No. ,57.6. the
army will collect the contributions.
1.11TICN
And remember the next time you suffer
from paln--.COUPPd by (lamp weather--
when your head nearly buret/ from
neuralgia--fly Know Lint- dearth, damage and privation as A Imerit. It will cure you. A prominent
bossiness man of ifempetead. Toaa.e, *nit of the flood. ilktral and Muskin-,writes: "I hav• used your liniment.
Previous to ailing it wars R Wrest 1111(- gum vae.eys so far are the worst suf-
.p- . •
fAKIA44:.1,1kt. 15}1.-Wif\41
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A RICH DISPLAY OF
RARE CARPET VALUES
If you are a lover of the beautiful you will surely want to see the
handsomest outlay of fine Carpets, Rugs and Draperies that has
ever been shown in this city---and the like of which is seldom met
with outside of metropolitan centers. Mere words cannot give
an adequate idea of the beauty of this array. The world's best
markets have been gleaned to contribute to it. There are rich
creations in oriental and floral designs, dainty subdued effects in
duo-tones and strong, vivid patterns in light, cheery colors. No
matter for what purpose or color scheme you may want a floor
covering, we have it. From the comparatively inexpensive
Tapestry Brussels through the Biglow and Saxony Axminsters,
the assortment rung to the splendid Willingham Wiltons. You
can have no idea of the variety, good taste and attractiveness of
this assortment until you have seen it, and you will be surprised
to learn of-the-comparatively sm,all cost of even the best of the
offerings.
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FIRE AND WATER Swats boats of owners found eha..:ing_excessive fery charges in flood
districts. Some families, it s:,
THREATEN CITY charged,a4high  ahs.ad$1bee5 ton beicotnrpeiolieetd tofrpoamy 9
(Continued front page one.)
In Pittsburg. Restaurants have bean
besieged all evening by persons un-
able to reach their homes. Several
engine houses in Pittsburg and Alle-
gheny are out of commission and
quarters have been engaged at hoteia
for firemen.
I The greatest excitement prevails
throughout Allegheny county for
thousands of buildings are not only
surrounded by water in the flooded
district, but indications are that
thousands of persons will be forcsd
from their homes.
Flood Warning.
Washington, March I 5. —The
weather bureau last night Issued a
flood bulletiri which shows that the
-second great Ohio river flood of the
year is now in progress, and above
the mouth of Little Kanawha river
the stages will be from 8 to 11 feet
higher than during the flood of Jan-
uary.
The Wabash river at Mount Gannet
Illinois, is 20 feet five feet above the
i stage. Warnings were also issued of
la flood Wage in the Missouri river,
Ifrom Jefferstail, South Dakota, to
Sioux City, lows, the ice gorge there
being broken Wednesday afternoon.
DEATH AND 114.MAGE.
— -
Hide on Flood Bringing Woe and
Dimuner to Many.
Cleveland. ()Pilo, March 1.5.--,-MaitlY
points in Ohlo are experiencing the
most disastrous floods in Revered
years. Dispatches from many chic .
and towns representing a good pa ,
of the itate bring sews of ftwoli,
rivers and email streams and ct
fever from Rheiimatiam and. Neuralgia. fermis.I am pleamed to say that now 1 am freefrom them. somplelate. I am sure I Death Rides on Flood.ow• this to your liniment.Ketate ailed Rentals Tnieheart aiesAlstaeu,.
drowned today. Thm Moulting',
It Is said that blizzards and volt- river Is. rising rapidly and nears ti,
forlowa ia worahlp urea can went their food at a dfataace high water mark of 11011.
d ot forty miles. ) Mane 1),115f, gave orders to
water bound residences.
At Newark and in that vicinity 1m,
Provement in the situation was noted
this afternoon.
In Springfield and vicinity more.
than $1.00,00.0 damage has resulted
to property and 2o0 families have
been made homeless. The damage to
farm property is heavy,
DEATHS OF A DAY
in% William Rogers.
Dr. William Rogers. 24 years old,
died of consumption at the home of
his mother, Mrs. Peter Rogers, 1608
Broad Street, at 1 Is'cipeic this morn-
ing. He was brought liack from Den-
ver two months alga 1411 father died
of consumption and the young man,
when the first symptoms of the dls-
Good Values
lbs. Navy Beans for
3 lbs. Prunes for  
3 ibis Figs for 
3 MB. Shelled Raisins for 
29 Sweet Naval Oranges 
3 pkgs Pawnee Oats 
2 The, Maple Sugar 
2 tbs. Wafers for 
2 Bottles Extract for 
6 cans Tomatoes and C cans corn
SPECIALS
Saturday.
18 Ms Granulated Sugar
?bbl. Pansy Flour 
24Tb bag Pansy Flour 
%flu. Irish Potatoes 
Meal, per peck 
8
$1.0,0
82.76
65c
25c
1:5c
15e
  2^5c
26c
26c
215c
26c
15
95c
25c
2e
GiOc
ease were manifested, went to Ashe- 3
ville, N. C., Texas and Colorado, in 3
search of health. He was a druggIst;,,
by prhfession. His father was a well "
known grocer during his life time. 4
Only his mother survives, of the im•
mediate family. Besides his mother,
Dr. Rogers leaves the following rel-
atives: hip uncles. George and John
Rupertus, John Rogers and Jame*
Rogers, and his aunts. Mn. Michalti
Kettler Mrs. Ida Wilson, Mrs. G. 41
Ingram. and Mrs. Mary Bulger. Os
of the saddest features of the youni
man's death was the fact that hO
to have been married to ASisli
Ms Cut Loaf Sugar 
lbs. Powdered Sugar 
lbs.,. fancy Evaporated Peaches
Grape Fruit 
Fresh Eggs, per dozen  16c
3 3-lb cans Table Peaches  5'Jc
3 1.5c cans Corn for  2C5c
3 lb can Cut Asparagus Tips   2-0e
galkai can llalifie Syrup ....
Ga:lon can Pie Peaches  44)43
Sweet Potatoes, per peck  1.6c
7 bars Swift Pride Soap  25c
Brass King WaShboard  30c
3 pkgs. Fernden Coffee  elSe
4 cakes German Sweet Onocolate 26c
2 %lb cakes Baker's Chocolate  36c
1Ib Ground Black Pepper  26c
111) Sitredkiect Cocoanut 
ilb Mixed Tea  kfle
2 cans Cut Stringiest% Beans  
2 31b cans Fancy Beets  96-c
2 cans Early Garden 'Peas  26c
26c 2 cans French, Sardines for   16e
Bess Fortune, of Asheville, N. C.,
who was at his bedside when he died
Dr. Rogers was one of the most pops
uiar young men In Paducah, having
a lovable, cheerful, disposition that
did not desert him to his last Con-
scious moment.
The funeral will take place Sun-!sources
day afternoon at 2 n',•Inck The bur- 'tile
lal will he in Oak Grove cemetery.
The pall bearers are. James Se-
'genre:ter, Albert Hawkins, Charles
RottgerIng, Frank Block, Herniae
Willett, and John Farley, Jr.
Many mistake their verbal re-
for their resources of vie-
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oom pt roller --S. W. Ilbettuck.
Treasurer - A. Heiman, ('hientro.
Professor A. V. Illefbingsr, of Ohio
Work for Your
a your Father,
